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ESTANCIA
Mow EstahlinhndlOOt
H.irnld Katubüaliod 1B08

NEWS-HERAL- D

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,
A

GOOD
FOR

YEAR

M. E.

REAL

se'i

ESTATE
TRANSFERS

GHDRGH
Following

J.

is a

ÜBt

of deeds

A. Bretz, pastor of the corded not heretofore reported
Methodist Episcopal church, ac- Warranty Deeds
companied by Rev. T. V. Ludlow, O W Bay to Frank E Mera, swü

re-

:

17,

19--

7, 81600.

Grace and J N Hollon to J W McGinnis, lot 6 blk 27 Mountainair, $200.
Vera Griffin to Rose Anna Northcutt,

swü

Volume XIII No. 49

$1800.

Rosa East to J H Latham, lots 3, 4,
blk 15 Mountainair, JS00.
George W Mittel to W F O'Brien,

swü
Rev.

September 27, 1917

$2000.

Success

The Estancia Savings Bank wishes to call attention to the statement
of its condition as published.
This bank has today

Capital Stock $15,000.00
Surplus (over) . 15,000.00

Joseph B Striplin to W C Grant, seli
a
18, neü
$1 and other con
pastor of the church at
This bank is the result of safe conservative banking during the hard times
$700.
siderations.
past. It is backed by years of Experience and a thorough knowledge of
left Estancia Wednesday Thomas A Roley to Berry L
Hues, I Josiah Perkins to W R Orme, 160
conditions as they exist. Its capital and surplus are the result of
morning to attend the Annual nwü
$1 and other considera- acres in Manzano Grant, and
interest in w
neü
Conference of the Methodist tions.
Ten Year's Banking
church which convenes in Las Ciríaco Mora to Leo A Douglas, self interest in lots remaining unsold in
RECEPTION FOR
$1 Santa Fe add Mountainair, $100.
H 8, neü nwli
Vegas Thursday, September 27, seü
and not a new venture. The president of this bank helped organize it ten
P J Yrissari to Jacobo Yrissari, si
years ago, and he is with it today as its president.
The appointments , for the ensu- and other considerations.
22, nw'i neü. ne,Ü n"ü.
seü
Douglas,
to
Qitera
A
Leo
Sanchez
SOLDIER BOYS ing Conference year will be read
$1.
Come and see us.
swü seü 8, n neJí, seü neü
Jacobo Yrissari to John Burguete,
Sunday night.
1 and other considerations,
WE
CAN
HANDLE
neü,
YOUR BUSINESS
se.ü
22,
neü nwü
nw'i
Our soldier boys got away last
Leo A and Corte O Douglas to W L
Pastor Bretz makes the follow81.
Friday evening for Camp Fun-sto- ing announcement of the pro- Compton, self aelí
swlí, swü
John Burguete to F H Wood, a4 seü
twenty-seve- n
strong.
gress of the charge for the year: self 8, neü nwj, n neü, self neü 22, nwü neü, ne.Ü nwü,
81200.
Wm Thomason was in charge
$1 and other considerations.
Fifty-thre- e
members have been Barnet Freilinger to Samantha C Nicolas Baca to Longino Saiz, land
of the squad, with Robert House
and Pedro Zamora as assistants. received into the church, five of Jennings, swlí nwü, nwli aw.y 28, in Manzano Grant, $65,
C B Cornell to J Y Perry, neü
The other men were as follows: whom are held in preparatory seü neli, neü self
$1,000.
Teodolo Romero
Sherman R Zook to J M Caddy, swü $1 and other considerations.
membership with forty-eigh- t
in
William E Cawlfield to Mrs J K Wil
Charles Bennett
lull connection.
This means John J1.000.
$10.
"Robert R. House
Slater to Chesaie D Barth, 8W,'4' cox, e seü, nwü seü
W H Akers to John F Lasater, lots 1,
more than a fifty per cent inConrad 0. Broking
$1 and other considerations,
$1 and other con
crease during the year. The William V Walls to W H Black, nw4' 2, e nwü
Howard Smalley
siderations.
$15.
Sunday School which was report?
Burnie R. Gray
John H Fenley to John F Lasater,
John H Bilsing to Dora Short, neli
Romeo Baca
ed as numbering sixty last year,
sw.ü
$1 and other considera
$1 and other considerations,
William H, Parker
year, including Home Dethis
A shipment of bean forks that came in late will be sold at cost.
Allen L Bilsing to I torn Short,' nw'j tions.
Ivan George Cannon
partment and Cradle Roll stands
George B Fenley to John F Lasater,
$1 and other considerations.
Ulysses M. Rainey
Good time to stock up. Big new shipment of íhelf hardware,
$1 and other
at 100 in enrollment.
The pas'
Alfred Boyle to A W Lyttle, neü sJá nwü. lots 3, 4,
Manuel Griego
motor oils, lubricating oils and greases.
$1 and considerations
James J. Vanderford
tor's support including house swlí, nJá self, self self
M
e
Wiggins
to
James
Paul
Dean,
Maynard F. Gay.
rent (parsonage rental value) other considerations.
Rufus Sellers to J H Latham, lots 1, neü. e seü 10 7 10, $600.
William Madole.
050 to which is to be added the
G Z Ratlin to A J Green, neü
2, blk 19, and 25x140 feet, Mountainair,
Jose Isaac Saiz
claims of District Superintend
$800.
eH nwü, lots 1, 2, 30
5,000.
Walter M. Telfer
W C Grant to E 13 Atwood, seji 20- ent, Bishop
and Conference J H Latham to Q II Whitehead, and
Jose Am. Perea
$700.
Jcse Garcia y Perea
claimants (superannuated minis J W McGinnis, lots 1, 2, blk 19, and
W A Rainbolt to E B Atwood, n
Charles Pedigd
ters and wives) $69 making a 25x140 feet, Mountainair, $2,800.
$1750.
J M Caddy to Edward A Caddy, swlí
James S. Rainey
total of pastoral support $719.
Henry C Williams to W A Rainbolt,
17
$1 and other considerations.
Walter M. Lovett
Four hundred and seventeen dol
C. A. BURRUSS, President
$1 and other considerations.
NEAL JENSON, CaBhier
R W Armstrong to W H Black, neli neü
Emory- - Williams
Reginald H Moyer to H O Williams,
J. N. BURTON. Vice President
lars has been paid on building nwli, r neü, seü neli
$800.
Charley Meyer
$600.
Directors: Willie Elgin,
H. C. Keen,
Robert Lynn,
parsonage
Henry H Nation to Annie Pearl neü
and improvements,
Ovid T. Legan
F. T. Meadows
J N Burton to W A Rainbolt, nwü
$695.
fund, church painting, etc. Cur Gates neli
S1000.
Jefferson Abe Woodall
Alma M Comer to Barnet D Freilin
rent expenses of church and Sun
John F Lasater to William P Dean,
'Clifford A. Bosley
$1
ger seü 22, lots 1, 2, 3, 5,
day school $140. Church benevo and
lots 1, 2, blk 88, lots 7, 8, blk 77 Es
other considerations
James A. Marable was excused lences, Home
tancia, $2200.
Foreign Mis
and
W E Seay and T H Seay to H Rogers,
till October 15.
George S Alter to Guillermo 1! Salas,
$10.
ot Jbducation, neli
Board
sions,
Clifford A. Bosley went from
lots 5, 6, blk 6, except 8 inches north
G
to
McCabe,
B
Salas
Guillermo
F
Society,
etc.,
Bible
American
side lot 5, Willard, $1 and other
somewhere in Ttxas.
$91. Other benevolences, Child lot 21 blk 7 Willard, $1 and other
Fernanandez Chavez was sick
W Hill to Jas H Rhoades, lots
ren's Home, Silver City Sana
at the time of entraining, and torium Temperance, Y. M. C. A. John W Hays to W H Black, e 2, Frank
3, 4, swü ne.ü, sü nwü, n
sw'ü
swü,
$l,ZbU.
seü
No loan too large with proper collateral
was excused for the time.
$600.
This is a total Annie E Dow to W B Garland, seli
war work, $97.
appeal
of
Manuel
Gogolin
George
to
Andrew
The
Brazil was expenditure of $1464 by the seM, w seü, new swü
F Foster,
70U.
nwü, wJÍ neü
$1 and other
e
allowed by the district board and Charge
W R Wood to J A Robbins, swü
To this
for the year.
considerations.
se.y
17,
he was discharged.
neü
nwü
se!á
amount must be added $400 con- neli,
W R Shanks to M E Downey, lot 10
$800.
The Moriarty boys were given
blk 10, Mountainair, $1 and other conby
charge
to
the
the
tributed
C
to
Early,
Joseph
McGennis
W
J
at home, as were the
a send-of- f
Board of Home Missions, making eJáne.'i 18, vi'A nwli
$1 and siderations.
Willard boys, Here in Estancia a grand
F W Barbee to Berry L Hues, ne'i
total of expenditures on other considerations.
SI and other considerations.
there was a recption and dance the charge of $1864, with some George 8 Alter to George Magill, s
FARMERS AND STOCKMENS BANK
John A Sweany to T Edward Wyly,
$1 and other
at the Pastime Theatre Thursday other expenditures of which the swü 28, nJá nwli
32
w
$600.
nwü
considerations.
night, and at train time on FriJulian M Torres to Raymundo D
receipts are not available- - The Hiram M West Sr to Sw Holiness
day the entire school, including,
BeÜ se,Ü 32,
pastor goes to Conference with Association, Tract No 5 Altadena add Bachicha, e neü
8250.
the teachers, carrying all .the a grateful heart that all claims to Moriarty, $1 and other considera swü swü 33
W T Bundick to Leo A Douglas, neü
flags that could be obtained,
tions.
have been met.
$1 and other consideration.
marched to the depot, where
James M Self to E C Hays, lot 7 blk
Sw Holiness Association to G L
Wanted I wish to hii-- e two or
J A Beal to Ira F Stiner, undivided
77 Estancia, $250.
speeches full of cheer and enREVIVAL MEETINGS
add Mor- three men by the month', or year.
3 blk 17 Mountainair, 81 Dean, tract No. 5 Altadena
lot
interest
4
7
E C Hays to John F Lasater, lot
couragement for the boys were
iarty, $1 and other considerations.
The revival meeting in pro blk 77 Estancia, $1 and other con and other considerations.
Farm 4 miles west am 1 2 miles
Purlie B Johnson to W C Grant, neü
Arnaud Ardans to Andres Arretche,
made by Fred H. Ayers and oth- gress at the Methodist Episcopal siderations.
V. W.
south of Estancia.
swü, 'o' 3,
$1 and other
neü, 8Wli ne.ü, nwü seü 13
ers.
James Walker to John F Lasater, e4
while not largely attendchurch,
Condit.
$510.
The four who went to Camp ed during
the past week on ac- lots 1, 2, blk 88, Estancia, $1 and other
Funston first Emory M. Forbes, count of the harvest season and considerations.
Estancia Savings Bank to J S Clack,
John L. Barker, Alvin Ficklin
other interferences, has been, iwü
$1 and other considerations.
and Cristobal Garcia have been nevertheless, a
success, eleven A P Ogier to J 8 Clack, e swlí,
accepted at Camp Funston and
members having . been received nwü sw.lí 5, s nelí, neü seli 6 "Jé
are definitely in the service.
$1 and other considerations.
into the church so far. The ser nwü
Barnett D Freilinger to Mathias G
The local board has just re- vices on Sunday were largely atFreilinger,
lot 3 blk B Estancia, $1
ceived instructions to call all men
tended and quite helpful, ser- and other considerations.
who have not been exempted by
"
J F Lasater to Ervin L Pettus, lot
mons being preached by Prof.
the local or district board or re10
27
$35.
blk
Vista,
Alta
and J. E. Hinman
jected on physical grounds, to re- Erickson
Anton B Hoelscher to Mary E Ben
morning and evening respective$1.
nett, swü
port for duty at t(te office of local
Our Winter Goods for the Boys and Girls arrived this week and are now
ly. The meeting will be conLaurent A Rousseau to Torrance Co,
From
board at 5 P. M. Oct 2.
on display, such as Hats, Caps, Toques, Hoods, and Combinatinued until Thursday night.
for road pur
land in nwü neli
will be selectthese twenty-eigh- t
poses, $100.
SUPER-SIgo
Camp
to
HUDSON
ed to
Funston, leavtion Sets, also a large assortment of RIBBONS in Plain and Fancy
Maggie E Horton to Grace Hollon,
ing on the third.
6
27
Mountainair,
$400.
blk
lot
I have taken the agency for
and in all widths. Call and see the
This notice was received too the Hudson Super-Sicars, and Mifrey Taylor to Arthur Witt, seli
Í1500,
7,
neü
late to permit us to procure and will be pleased to make demonEstancia Savings Bank to Jennie G
print a list of the names in this strations for prospective buyers. Williams,
lot 4 blk 60 Estancia, 900.
-Lyttle.
W.
A.
paper.
W R Reed to R E Pace, seü
The Torrance county examin- sically deficient.
$1 and other considerations.
ing board have excused the folPerfecto Jaramillo to W C Pennell,
James A. Ingle, Estancia,
lots 9, 10, 11, 12, blk 5, Encino, $60.
lowing named from military ser- physically deficient.
Julianita Salas to Nicanor Trujillo,
vice for the reason stated:
Aden White, Willard, physical
seü 23, w 20 acres lots 1, 2, being
e4
Francisco Gil, Duran, resident ly deficient.
1.
of Baid lots,
wii
alien.
Julian Torres, Mountainair,
William L Wemberly to Edward
Manuel Rosalez, Willard, resi physically deficient.
Tennison, lot 8 blk 28 Moriarty, $1.
Lorenzo Chavez to Saturnino Lueras,
dent alien.
William S. Harrell, Estancia,
ne'i swlí, nl seli, seü neü
Hugh McGuire Schafner, Wil invalid wife dependent.
$1 and other considerations.
lard, aged and infirm parents.
Creed Taylor Norman, Mcin
Charles H Bagley to J Ellsworth
Vicente Montoya,
Torreón, tosh, invalid brother and family Stonehraker and Charles A Little, lot
wife and three children.
dependent, temporary discharge. 7 blk 66 Estancia, SI and other consid
Tajique, erations.
Clemente Lueras, Willard, ex
Ramon Gonzales,
H F Robbins to J H Latham, neli
pectant wife dependentaged and infirm parents depend
$1 and other considerations.
Rolla C. Ireton, Cedarvale, ent.
Charles L Burt to J H Latham, neü
wife and three children.
Aron G. Brasswell, Willard,
$700.
Kosa and A S East to J II Latham,
Eduardo Otero, Tajique, phy physically deficient.
Moun-tainai-

r,

one-thir-

one-thir- d

The Estancia Savings Bank

Delayed Shipment

eST

at

HELLUMS
Lowest

Where Prices are

No account too big for safety

None too small for courtesy

.

i,

Safety and Good Service our Motto

State Depository

MOTH ERS!

x

Many New Winter Goods
It will Be a Pleasure to Show You

Eátancia Lumber Company

-

The House, that Strives to Please

ESTANCIA
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-
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Á LASS

OF THE

LUMBERLAND5

hauled to snlety. A few seconds Intel
the cunoe crushed on the rocks below
the fulls and was dashed into splinters
n him," growled Jim Blake, of
"D
he threw his rifle over his arm and
crept through the brush ; "It was good
shooting, but you can't beat luck like
he's got."

NEWS-HERAL-

EPITOME DE
LA SEMANA
brsvs relación ds acontecimientos en curso sn ssts
pals y sn el extranjero.

Una

Old Man Prntt owned the claim adStephen
Holmes' property,
joining
ALEXANDER POWELL
Western Newepaper Union News Service.
know as "The Mountain King." He
Acerca da ta Guerra.
ira ví.í had a standing offer of $30,000 for the
El buque de vela americano no arundeveloped property.
NOVELIZED FROM THE MOTION PIC
The old miner was never more sur- mado, Ann J. Trainer, fué hundido.
TURE SERIAL OF THE SAME NAME PRO
En el frente francés un ataque aleprised in his life than when young Ste
phen rushed in on him with a demand mán al sud de Cerny fué repulsado.
DUCED BY THE SIGNAL FILM CORP.
Dos submarinos alemanes han sido
that he Issue a check for the stipulated
price forthwith.
hundidos por las fuerzas navales inther's methods townrd Dawson and
SYNOPSIS.
grinned Prntt glesas.
answer?"
"What's
the
the construction work on the Valley dubiously. "Any bud news about the
El senado argentino vota por abroRupert Holmes, a. lumberman of the extension hud been Inspired by some titles?"
gar sus relaciones diplomáticas con
becoming
North Woods, disappointed at
not
could
he
which
reason
mysterious
"Nothing to thnt," shouted Stephen
the father of a daughter Instead of a son,
Alemania.
What he did understand, "I've got to have the coin for Immedabandons his wife and child to the log- - fnthom.
su
La Rusia está reorganizando
Thinking them dead, he
though, was that Dawson's work for iate use and you're driving a good bar
iammed river.with
the lumber trust head,
ejército para hacerlo poderoso aun
two years was likely to go for nothing. gain, dud."
whose daughter he marries. But the decontra Alemania.
up and He liked the Dawsous and was fond
serted wife and baby are picked Twenty
"Lad, 1 believe you," replied Pruti
cared for by one Dave Dawson.
Los Italianos penetran al través de
years later Rupert Holmes Is the lumber of Helen. He determined to make an who knew the range to u foot; "I'l.
magnate fighting the Independents around effort at influencing Holmes to adopt
las lineas austríacas al este de Trent
give you the check right now."
him. His daughter. Meten, unknown 10
y capturan á 200 prisioneros.
him, has brought herself to his attention fair methods In dealing with the hold
Five minutes Inter- Helen and Steby several heroic acts about the camps. ers of the railway contract.
Un despacho de Tokio dice que el
way buck. The
plien
were
on
She takes up a flght against the trust and
their
Japón dentro de poco tomará las medi"Don't butt into something you don't expected to be in time to meet
In their defenses
leads the independents
dethe
against the great Amalgamated which
das necesarias para proveer de embarunderstand," was Holmes' answer to
propd
seeks to absorb their
mands of the men on Dawson's con
erties. In this Helen Is assisted by Tom Stephen's demand for Information on structlon, but Holmes, with his lie caciones á los aliados.
Dawson, a young engineer, and her foster the status of the Dawson contracts.
La Inglaterra informa de la pérdida
Helen discovers
posits in every bunk on the lumber
father, Dave Dawson.
ó por minas de solo
insisted,
"But, father," Stephen
their
that the trust is not living up to them.
lands territory, had resorted to des por submarinos
charter and she proceeds against
my
Helen
Is
friends.
people
are
ocho buques de más de 1,600 toneladas
her, "these
measures.
perate
nil
He
drawn
had
The village council resigns to balkRupert
a girl in a' million. She's got nerve. his cash from
but she helps elect another.
the Woodsman's bank, y veinte de menos durante la semana
Holmes meets his abandoned wife, Virnever knew a braver girl, 1 can't dropping
ginia, whom he has thought dead and I
mysterious hints as to the proximo pasada.
Is fighting
stand it to see her suffer from any act reason for doing so, and by the time
learns that his own daughter Virginia
Los Rumanos están continuando su
he
him. In an attempt to kill
tells the of ours."
renders her an Invalid, but she
Helen and Stephen arrived, after a ofensiva en la región montañosa en
I have you got to do
the In"What
truth about Holmes to Little Bear,
Moldavia, y han capturado
Folkshani,
dian boy. The Amalgamated foment a with it?" demanded Holmes, in a burst quick run by train, the ruu on the
camps. In
una altura cerca de Ocha. Berlin dice
Woodman's wns in full swing.
strike among the independent
you
rage.
Holmes
consult
about
burned.
"Have
I
buildings
to
of
are
a riot the
Olson, president of the concern, was que los Rumanos fueron repulsados en
agent releases a car of explosive against my business affairs?"
but it Is
In a quandary.
At the head of a un contrataque.
the independent lumber train, of
Helen.
Stephen looked the irate millionaire
stopped by the heroic act
Holmes sends his son Stephen to win Helen In the eye. He was not the son of string of banks, he wns unable to
boy
Occidente.
falls
trust;
but the
to the side of the
make quick transfers of cash between
in love with' the girt His father sends this stern old battler for nothing. What
Un grupo de soldados demolieron
him away. Little Bear confronts Holmes Holmes saw in young Stephen's face them on account of the vile condition
Again Helen and her los cuarteles de I. W. W.'s en Los
with a threat, and Dill turns up to add
of the roads.
his enmity. Helen learns from her dying stirred strange feelings within him. stalwart
friends stepped Into the Angeles.
daughter.
mother that she is Holmes' records
got
best
the
said,
"I've
he
Father,"
be
Holmes orders his marriage
breach.
Verner Z. Reed de Denver fué nomTom Dawson and gold claim on the Upper Shady. It's
stolen and destroyed.
The big Mogul engine of the Valley brado por el Presidente miembro del
Helen finally recover the papers but water worth thirty thousand dollars at this
to
In
order
has rendered them worthless.
limited had Just been run out of the consejo para intervenir en el arreglo
sue- - minute, and never had a drill In It.
Holmes
hold up Dawson's work.
ceeds In getting the men off the Job. Helen I'm going to sell that claim and pay roundhouse, ready fired for departure. de las huelgas.
Helen had not been operator at Daw
and Tom go to Capitol City for more men,
Cincuenta y un buyes de un año,
but Holmes nires a gang o unvw nmm Dawson's contract price. He's earned son for nothing.
She knew every move vendidos al precio de $17 las cien liback. In the fight, the gunmen are beat- the money."
en and Dawson's work goes on. But
was
made on the hundred-tull- e
that
bras,
establecieron el precio sin preceHolme rose to his feet, his lined
Holmes carries out a run on Dawson's
banker to demoralize the men. Helen and seamed visage distorted with un- stretch of road between Dawson and dente en la región comprendida al
Dawson
stands
while
engine
and
steals an
El Portal.
oeste del rio Mississippi. El ganado
the gang off at the switch she runs to utterable wrath.
"Quick, Tom," she gasped ; "we tuke
Merced and returns with more money for
"You!" he gasped; "you go over to out No. 06. I've driven that engine pesaba el promedio de 1,447 libras.
the bantu
Unos 85,000 acres de tierras de la
my enemies betray me into their two or three times. I know every rivet
reservación india de los Crows en
hands "
TWELFTH EPISODE
in her."
Montana se vendieron á pública su"That's enough," shouted Stephen,
With a quick rush the young girl
en Billings, Begun anuncio hecho
Stephen Holmes fol basta
Contractor Dawson sat with his head rising from his chuir and buttoning climbed aboard.
por Franklin K. Lane, secretario del
bowed la his hands. He had failed. his overcoat ; "I know something about lowed by Tom Dawson and two of
way
this affair has been handled. Dawson's foremen, followed. A min interior. La tierra se vendió por $2
The date set for the completion of the the
y $20 el acre.
Shady Creek extension of the Valley I don't know why it has been handled ute later the big engine with a roar of
railway under contracts with Rupert that way, but what I do know Is thnt exhaust, slid over the switch and was
Extranjero.
Holmes had passed end the road the outfit you've got on the Job Is the away.
Francisco Villa cree que los EstaA shout went up as Behrens and his
lacked fifteen miles of being finished. crookedest outfit in the United States,
thut Behrens is due to bang. aides, Blake and Norton, snw what dos Unidos y Méjico pronto estarán
Against every sort of treachery that and
Good-by.- "
had happened.
Before No. 00 had en guerra el uno contra el otro, y
the subtle and unscrupulous mind of
rounded the bend half a mile awny, él ha avisado al general Francisco
Holmes could bring to bear, and In
converno
lost
Helen
time
her
after
obstacles,
Engine 24, standing attached to the Murgla que no le persiga.
spite of tremendous natural
En caso de que retorne al poder el
Dawson and his men had done won sation with Dawson In trying to reach outgoing El Portal express, had been
ders in building a grade through the Stephen Holmes. Finding that he had detached, and with one of Holmes' en- primer ministro Borden, es su intendigShady
gold
gineers at the throttle was tearing ción de conferir á las mujeres el dedifficult country of Onawa valley, but started for the Upper
almost was not quite. They had been gings on a "mission of importance," after the Mogul at fifty miles an hour recho de votar y de hacer importantes
young
woman
the
first
took
truln
the
on the opposite track.
retarded by the difficulty of obtaining
enmiendas en la ley de naturalizamen for which Holmes and his minions out over the Upper Valley division, deThen begun one of the most thrilling ción.
Now the subcon- termined to find her
races ever engaged in.
were responsible.
En los circuios del gobierno en
tractors were demanding their pay and wherever he might be.
Within ten minutes the space be Peking se anunció que el gabinete
Seated in a Pullman Jis the train tween the two big machines had diminHolmes had refused to settle on the
chino, con tal que lo aprobaran los
basis of the work already done or to wound along the course of the tortuous ished to a hundred yards. Momenta- miembros de la entente, estaba disthought
course
Onawa,
out
Helen
her
grant an extension of time.
rily it wus being closed up. Jlin Blake, puesto á enviar 300,000 soldados á
"I think we've got 'em this time," of action. Pondering what she would hanging onto the footrail of No. 24, Francia, en conformidad con la de- grinned the lumber magnate, as he sat say to Stephen as she gazed out of the pumped away with a Winchester rifle manda francesa.
in bis sumptuously furnished office in window, the young girl's attention was at the occupunts of the other cab. It
Albert Champion, un soldado fran-céconference with Behrens, his chief of suddenly attracted to a man who stood was a matter of yards and of pracquien al probar por la tercera vez
beside the tracks on a cliff overhang- tically certain death for some of the
staff, and Jim Blake, the
ing the river, rifle poised for a shot. Dawson crew, when something hap se escapó de Alemania, trae la lnfor- maclón, según dice la edición de París
"The trouble with them guys," Inter- As Helen stared at the queerly clud pened that turned the scales definitely del
New York Herald, que 3,700 soldaposed Behrens, fingering the rim of figure, fascinated, the rifle was raised, in their favor.
dos
é Ingleses y 1,500 Rusos '
his sombrero in the nervous manner a shot cracked out, and the man's
Dead altead, on the dowu track, lian franceses
aitentYihlHn ul Hfn on el
of him, "is that you prominent chin was thrust forward in which Holmes' wild crew used as
characteristic
alemán en
an attitude of tense scrutiny.
never know when you've got 'em."
though all tracks had been cleared, mentó de concentración
Cassel, á noventa millas de Frankfort
Helen followed his gaze with eager lay a long freight train.
"Weil," snarled Holmes, "what ore
, '
they going to do about it? The con- eyes. He was staring across the river
The danger thut 00 would be In. al noroeste.
tract calls for completion by the fif- to where what was that? Was it volved In the Inevitable wreck was desGeneral.
teenth. The work Isn't done. The last a canoe? And who who handled a perate. It was averted by the narrowEn muchos condados de la reglón
half of it has been 'scamped' anyhow, paddle in that curious underhand est possible margin.
and I wouldn't accept it under any stroke the Columbia canoe stroke?
With levers thrown hard on the re norte de Oklahoma se usa trigo en vez
Helen's clear young brain worked verse No. 24 hit the string of freight de mafz para alimentar el ganado.
circumstances."
"But under the law," Behrens went like lightning. The train was slowing cars in the tuil and telescoped ten of
La campaña del segundo empréstito
on, "you've got to pay the bill for up for Nlpeslng Junction when the them, climbing on the wreckage and de la Libertad durará cuatro semanas,
work completed, contract or no . con- thought flashed through Helen's mind rolling helplessly into the ditch.
abriéndose el 1 de octubre y cerrántract. Workmen's liens will tie up the that caused her to Jump as though one
We win," screamed Helen, as No, 00 dose el 27 del mismo.
cash anyhow. If they go ahead and of the shots from that forest-hiddecleared the wreck with only yards to
Dos mil setecientos hombres, prifinish the Job the courts will order the rifle had struck. She knew that paddle spare tearing down the now clear
stroke. The man In the canoe was Ste track toward its destination at Merced. mer contingente de la segunda diviwork paid for in the long run."
sión de la cuota Inicial del ejército
"What more do we want?" grinned phen. With a wojian's Intuition, the
Fifty thousand dollars in gold await
llegaron
al campamento
the millionaire, with a gesture of im- girl knew in ten seconds what had hap ed the arrival of No. 00 and its Intrepid nacional,
patience. "Just to tie the thing up In pened. Stephen was on his way to crew. Only time enough to coul and Funston, Kansas, viniendo de Misthe courts for six months will be the gofdfield, taking advantage of the water was taken before the big muss souri, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado y
Onawa's rapid current to beat the of steel, turned about on the Merced Nuevo Mexico.
jough and then some."
Los Odd Fellows de todas partes de
train in. The mnn in the brush, for table, was on Its way back to Dawson.
Big Bill Dawson, sitting with bowed some mysterious reason, was shooting
The return trip was uneventful and los Estados Unidos y Canadá atendivery
man,
knew
well at him. Then the grinding of the Helen had Just succeeded In rushing endo á la sesión noventa y tres de la
head, a beaten
the malign force with which be bad brakes told her that the train was com- the money to the rear entrance of the Gran Logia Soberana de su órden en
ing to a stand.
to contend.
Woodman's bank when a scene con Ixmisvllle, Ky., abandonaron todos sus
A minute later Helen was standing fronted her for which she wus unpre- negocios para presenciar una parada
"I guess we'll have to give it up,"
groaned Dawson; "it's hard lines, but alone on the spur of a mountain. A pared.
patriótica con aproximadamente 25,000
unyhow Holmes will have to pay off hundred yards away the international
With the fickleness of mobs, that en linea.
the crews. They've earned their mon- road wound Its way to the Torture Gap which had been besieging 'ne Dawson
ey and I've got to see that they get bridge. At that same moment Helen bank suddenly demanded a scapegoat.
Washington.
it when they quit. Irrespective of any heard another shot. Simultaneously The word had been passed around that
El Presidente Wilson aconseja á los
personal sacrifice."
she saw the figure In the ennoe reduced Ilupert Holmes was responsible for the
muchachos de escuela de Inscribirse
Helen and her foster father had been to helplessness by the splintering of closing of the bank's doors.
talking matters over for more than (wo the paddle in his hand. Describing
In an Instant the temper of the mob en la Cruz Roja de menores.
hours without arriving at any solution eccentric antics, the canoe spun aim was aroused. Cries of "Hnng him!"
Los funcionarlos de Washington esof the problems that confronted them. lessly toward the falls, a quarter of a Drown him I" begun to gather force. tán dispuestos á aceptar los mensajes
At last the young girl rose to her feet mile away.
and Holmes, realizing the dangerous de pésame ofertos por Suecia.
with an air of determination.
With Helen, to think was to act temper of the crowd, tried to edge
Diciendo al guardián de la- cárcel
'
"I've an Idea," she said. "It may Rushing, stumbling, climbing, she away.
que sentía mucho haber actuado de
not mean anything but at all events made her way to the center of the tall
That was the signal for action. In piquete ante la Casa Blanca y promebridge. There bung 200 feet of Ma- an instant he had been seized by the tiendo no hacerlo más, la
there's no harm in trying."
Seflora Ber"Secret?" smiled Dawson; "if not, nila line, carefully coiled, property of ringleaders of the indignant depositors, ' tha M. Jackson de Baltimore obtuvo
my dear, for heaven's sake let's bear the forest reserve corps. There also rushed to the bank of the Onawa. a su
libertad de la casa de corrección
your plan. I've thought about the situ- were three men In a wagon on their few yards away, and cast struggling ' n Occoquan.
I
way to their homes In Nlpeslng valley. Into the stream.
ation nntll my head's addled."
La "muerte de hambre" se ganará
"Well," continued Helen, throwing
"Quick 1" ordered Helen; "get the
Only by the concertcJ efforts of no-- 1
her cape about her pretty shoulders, line down to the water keep an eye lice and of his own retainers was la guerra declara Herbert Hoover.
De nuevo el Japón asegura á los
"I don't like to raise false hopes, but on the canoe and get It light In bis Holmes rescued from the river. Guard
I believe Stephen Holmes is made of bond as he goes under the bridge."
ed by them he made his way to the Estados Unidos que está con los aliacleaner stuff than his father. I'm going
The men were mountaineers ready tent In which he had concealed the dos para ganar la guerra.
La reducción del precio de azúcar
They followed Hel- funds drawn from the Woodman's
to tell him the whole story. I don't for emergencies.
know what he'll do, but I'll be disap- en's instructions and Stephen, his last bank. He hid determined to take the fué asegurada cuando los productores
pointed If he doesn't do something de- chance la sight signaled that be was money and go to Seattle until the rage de azúcar de remolacha se pusieron de
prepared to make the try. At terrific of the mob against him had subsided. acuerdo con la administración de alicent"
mentos para vender al comercio por
But reaching Stephen Holmes was speed the frail craft rushed toward But in this plan he was disappointed.
not the easiest thing in the world Just the falls, but without its freight With
The bug in which he bad left $30,-00- mayor, en puntos donde se encuentran
then. That young man hud an Ides of a lunge that would have meant death
In negotiable currency lay open on refinerías sobre agua navegable, al
por libra, máximo, en
precio de 7
his own. By sheer analysis he bad ar- had he missed his hold, Stephen bis bunk. The money was gone.
ves del precio reinante de 8
(END OF TWELFTH EI'ISODB.)
rived a' the "oodusion that bis fa- - Holmes Jumped for the rope and was
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Colorado.
Las paredes del nuevo hotel en
Swink se ban elevado arriba del primer piso.
Thomas B. Stearns de Denver será
el administrador de alimentos
para
Colorado.
Los cultivadores de uvas en la reglón de Pueblo se preparan para una
producción abundante.
El segundo contingente, consistiendo en veintiún hombres, del condado
de Arapahoe, fueron el objeto de un
entretenimiento grandioso en Littleton.
Seiscientos hombres reclutados en
Colorado salieron de Denver para el
campamento Funston el 19 corriente.
Millares de personas les manifestaron
sus adioses.
La oficina de correos en Aurora,
condado de Adams, tuvo la visita de
ladrones, haciendo esto el tercer robo
de correos dentro de un mes. Los demás lugares robados fueron Ordway y
tuoom.
Cada uno de los cincuenta y siete
hombres del condado de Mesa quienes
salieron de Grand Junction para el
campamento Funston en Fort Rlley,
Kans., recibió una banderlta de seda
y un estuche de costura.
La Señora Laura Randall Hayden
Hughes fué juzgada y condenada por
bigamia y su esposo, Edward W.
Hughes, recibió el favor de anulación
de su casamiento por un jurado en la
corte de condado en Denver.
Bella Root, de 46 años de edad, saltó
por la ventana del tercer piso de la
casa de Nathan Walker en Denver
matándose
instantáneamente.
Ella
habla estado bajo el cuidado de los
y
se cree que era poco fuera
médicos
de sus facultades mentales.
Thomas H. Hinton, escribano en el
departamento del comisarlo ordenador, en Fort Logan, fué matado, y
Juan W. Kennedy, soldado empleado
en el mismo departamento, sufrió fractura de una pierna, cuando un automóvil en el cual estaban se precipitó
abajo de un terraplén en Buttes, al
sud de Colorado Springs.
B. B. Greer, asistente de Henry E.
Byram, vice presidente del ferrocarril
Chicago, Burlington &-- Quincy, encargado de la operación fué elegido vice
presidente y director general para
Colorado y las lineas meridionales,
sucediendo
al difunto Edward
S.
Koller. El Señor Greer se trasladará
& Denver
de su casa en Chicago.
Los contrabandistas que vendan licores á soldados en uniforme serán
tratados muy duro, dice Harry B. Ted-row- ,
procurador de distrito para los
Estados Unidos. El procurador federal ha declarado la guerra contra esa
clase de mercaderes de licor y pedirá
el limite $1,000 de multa y doce
meses en la cárcel por cada delito.
La fuerza nacional para la conservación de alimentos en la nación ha sido
ds
reclutada por la nominación
Charles MacA. Willcox de Denver
como representante federal de mercantes para asistir al administrador de
alimentos en organizar los mercaderes
al por menor que cooperarán en la
campaña nacional de economía de alimentos.
El labor organizado de Denver de
nuevo prometió su lealdad á la administración nacional durante la guerra al
adoptar á la unanimidad la asemblea
de oficios y del labor de Denver un
proyecto para organizar una sucursal
de la alianza americana para el labor
y 1 democracia en conformidad con la
sugestión hecha en Minneapolis por
NSamuel Gompers, presidente de la
federación americana del labor.
Mientras atravesando la calle en la
intersección de Champa y la calle diez
y seis, en Denver, durante la mucha
actividad de tráfico á la hora de la
comida, Moritz Barth, de 83 años de
edad, capitalista retirado y hermano
del difunto William Barth, fué derribado por una bicicleta montada por
Theodore Dement, un muchacho men-

sajero.

Más de 150 cabezas de ganado, dos

caballos y una muía y cinco hombres
han sido atacados por una epidemia de
ántrax que ha estado reinando en la
región norte de Arlington, al este de
Pueblo, desde el primero de agosto.
La enfermedad has sido dominada, según dice Juan M. Simpson, un inspector federal, quien ha retornado del
campo á Denver.
A pesar de retiros fuertes de los
bancos de la casa de liquidación de
Denver, retiros que á esta época del
año se usan para hacer las cosechas
y principiar la alimentación del ganado, las declaraciones de cuentas al
11 septiembre de dichos bancos muestran en caja la suma de $81,340,549.91.
ó sea un aumento de 10 por ciento sobre el ano próximo pasado, 50 por
ciento sobre 1916, y 70 por ciento

sobre

1914.

Doscientos y veinte hombres reclutados, representando el 40 por ciento
de Pueblo y el contingente del condado de Pueblo, fueron invitados á un
banquete muy elaborado un el gimnasio de los Y. M. C. A's como huespedes
de la ciudad de Pueblo, el clubo de
comercio y las organizaciones cívicas
y patrióticas.
El Interés ue toman las mujeres
miembros de Iglesias y patrióticas en
el trabajo de punto ha determinado
aumlos auxiliares de la Cruz Roja
entar de mil el número de sus

i

para tods la gents

ds Nuevo Mexico.

i

Nuevo Mexico.
En condado de Grant va á tener un
nuevo edificio para la cárcel.
El gran jurado en Silver City presentó ochenta y cinco condenaciones.
La sección de Mt Dora espera expedir veinte carros de frijoles esta
estación.
El rayo encendió el edificio usado
como escuela de trabajos manuales en
Clovls y la destruyó.
El cuarenta por ciento de los hombres reclutados ha salido para los campamentos de ejercicio.
La cosecha de patatas en Nuevo
Mexico este año será doble de lo que
fué el año próximo pasado.
El Informe del gobierno prevé una
cosecha de 963.000 bushels de frijoles
en Nuevo Mexico este año.
T. W. Womack de Montoya estaba
entre los heridos entrados en la lista
de casualidades de Ottawa, Can.
A. M. Suller se cayó de una máquina
de vapor al sud de Las Vegas recibiendo varias cortaduras en las manos
y en la cara.
El clubo de la mujer de Albuquerque está empezando su trabajo del
año con una fuerte campaña para nuevos miembros.
La venta de marihuana en Albuquerque ya está prohibida en conformidad
con una ordenanza adoptada por la
junta de la ciudad.
Silver City va á tener dos mucha
chos en el servicio aéreo de los Esta
dos Unidos. Son Federico G. Shipley
y Juan W. Penniwell.
Durante los dos últimos meses las
licencias para caza y pesca en Nuevo
Mexico vendidas en Paso han producto la suma de $1,231.
R. L. Earron fué condenado ft una
multa de $30 en la corte de ciudad de
Albuquerque por no tener licencia de
estado en su automóvil.
Lucinda Lucero, de 16 años de edad,
habitando en la parte oeste de
recibió un tiro accidental
mortal de las manos de Eugenio Hernandez.
Ralph C. Ely, director del servicio
de administración de alimentos para
Nuevo Mexico, anuncia que espera tener pronto en cada condado un partido Hoover de demonstraclón de alimentos.
Los estudiantes en la universidad
de Nuevo Mexico recibirán una Instrucción militar completa. Los ejercicios comenzarán cuando abre la in
stitución para el año venidero, el primero de octubre.
Los delegados al mitin de la asociación de banqueros de Nuevo Méjico
en East Las Vegas emitieron la opinión de que son buenos los negocios en
Nuevo Mexico en todos ramos y que
el estado es próspero.
La Señorita Eula Turner, misionarla
especial del consejo de guerra de la
asociación cristiana de jóvenes, ha empezado su misión en Demlng entre las
muchachas de escuela, las empleadas
y las que en casa viven.
Está en curso en East Las Vegas la
construcción del sistema de Irrigación,
segundo en importancia, comparable
al de Elephant Butte. El proyecto
someterá al regadío unos 12,000 acres,
comprendiendo algunas de las tierras
más fértiles del estado.
Un cuarto del tiempo de las celebra-clone-s
patrióticas que tendrá la cámara de comercio de Albuquerque los
10, 11, 12 y 13 de octubre será dedicado á la batería A, la unidad de artillería en el campamento Funston. Es
decir que uno de los cuatro días será
día de la batería A.
William Tarring, administrador de
correos de Cerrillos, murió en el sanatorio de Santa Fé de los efectos de un
cáncer, á la edad de 52.
El gobernador Llndsey nombró al
administrador de correos James L.
comandante en el cuerpo de Intendencia, y á R. V. Boyle y Gilberto
Mirabal, de Santa Fé ambos, como
capitanes en el mismo cuerpo. Las
nominaciones son para la guardia nacional, no para el servicio federal.
Las últimas noticias' relativas ft las
tárlfas de ferrocarriles para la convención de federación en Gallup anuncian una tárifa abierta de un pasaje
y una tercera parte con las fechas ds
venta para todos los puntos al norte,
al oeste y sud de Albuquerque y Belén, ft partir del 30 septiembre, y 1
limite de regreso al 7 de octubre.
Porque una mujer en Vaughn se
volvió loca cuando sus dos hijos sa
alistaron en el ejército, la Junta ds
directores del aslllo para dementes ds
Las Vegas está pidiendo al gobernador
Llndsey por el uso de $50,000 de la
apropiación de emergencia de guerra
hecha en la sesión especial de la legislatura en la construcción de un edificio adicional al aslllo.
Una epidemia de ptomaína venenosa
en forma ligera causó la casi prostra-clóde unos 20 miembros de la Compañía G, del tercer regimiento de infantería de Minnesota en Demlng, ft
resultas de haber comido tomates conservados traídos de Minnesota con la
compañía.
La Señora Lola Franklin, una negra, quien fué arrestada en Albuquerque por el teniente Thomas Noe, el
capitán preboste, acusada de vender
licor ft un soldado, fué retenida por
comparición ante el administrador ds
los Estados Unidos George R, Cratg.
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SAVED OPERATION

MORE GERMAN

PLOTS EXPOSED

About to Be Sent to Hospital PAPERS 8EIZED IN U. S. EXP08E
When She Decided to
ORDERS FROM KAI8ER

Take Tanlac.

GAINED NINE POUNDS
"I Just Think Tanlac Is a Grand Medl.
cine and I Recommend It to
Everyone," 8aya Denver Woman.

TO PLOTTERS.

PLAN

IRISH REBELLION

NEWS-HERAL-

in communicating with him and of
'cipher decoy'; also a notation, the
details of which remain undiscovered,
concerning
'communication
hand grenades.'"
The following reference to Supreme
Court Justice Daniel F. Cohalan of
New York Is contained, the committee
states, In a letter found in the Von
Igel papers in cipher with Interlinear
translation, dated New York, April 17,
191G, numbered 335-1and inscribed at
the top "very secret."
"Judge Cohalan requests the trans
mission of the following remarks:
" 'The revolution in Ireland can only
be successful if supported from Germany; otherwise England will be able
to suppress it, even though it be only
after hard struggle. Therefore help is
necessary.
This should consist primarily of aerial attack in England and
a diversion of the fleet simultaneously
with Irish revolution.
Then, If possible, a landing of troops, arms and
ammunition In Ireland, and possibly
some officers from Zeppelins.
This
would enable the Irish ports to be
closed against E.igland and the establishment of stations for submarines on
the Irish coast and the cutting off of
the supply of food for England. The
services of the revolution may therefore decide the war.'
"He asks that a telegram to this effect be sent to Berlin."
This letter was signed "6132 8167
0230" and was addressed to Count
von Bernstorff, "imperial ambassador,
Washington, D. C."
Code Message.
A code message sent to Berlin was
given as follows:
"National Germania insurance contract certainly promised. Executor is
evidently satisfied with proposition.
Necessary steps have been taken.
"HENRY NEWMAN."
Of this message the committee has
this to say:
"Not so innocent and harmless as it
looks, for what the message really
means is this: 'Irish agree to proposition. The necessary Bteps have been

DUPLICITY, SPYING, DESTRUCTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY, ,
AIMS OF BERNSTORFF
BUREAUS.
n
absolutely
was
so
and
"I
ill that they had decided to send me to
the hospital and operóte on me," de- Western Newspaper Union News Service.
clared Mrs. II. C. Miller, at her home,
Washington, Sept. 24. Further dis2362 Tenth St., Denver, Colo., a few
German propdays ago. "For years," she explained, closures of
"I had suffered with a bad stomach and aganda, intrigues and plots in this
a terrible nervous condition. My food country prior to the diplomatic break
didn't digest, at all but lay In my stom- with Germany were made Saturday by
ach like a hard lump and fermented the committee on public information.
and the cas that formed from this
In a bulletin styled "official exposé"
our matter would keep me bloated the committee quotes numerous letters
up so that I wns In constant misery.
and extracta from letters seized by the
"Just about the time they decided to Department of Justice in April, 1916,
operate on me a nurse in our neighif. a raid upon the New York office of
borhood came to see me and advised Wolf von Igel. Von Igel in carrying
peroperation
have
not
to
the
me
on his manifold
and
formed. I took her advice and am ceractivities, the documents
tainly piad I did for my husband and show, was In constant touch with the
myself had been reading In the papers German embassy, and with Count von
about Tanlac and we decided to give It Bernstorff, German ambassador to the
a trial. I just can't tell yon all the United States.
good Tanlnc has done me. I have taken
"In the form of letters, telegrams,
several bottles now and my Improve- notations, checks, receipts, registers,
ment has been simply remarkable. I
books, cipher codes, lists of spies
can eat anything I want and am not cash
other memoranda apd records,"
troubled one bit with Indigestion.
I and
Indisleep fine and am doing all my own the committee says, "were found
housework again. I have gone up In cations in some instances of the
vaguest
most
nature,
in
of
the
others
weight from one hundred and twenty
conclusiveness
that the
pounds to one hundred twenty-ninI damning
government, through
Just think Tanlac Is a grand medicina German imperial
Its representatives in a then friendly taken.'
and recommend It to everyone."
carefully and exten"Information
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your nation, was concerned with:
"Violation of the laws of the United sively set forth in the secret document
town. Adv.
of the German officialdom, was somestates.
"Destruction of lives and property times wide of the facts. For example,
She Would Get Even.
lengthy memorandum of March 21,
a
Marcellls was very fond of playing in merchant vessels on the high 1916,
transmitted by the secret agent,
One day one chased seas.
with the calves.
Captain Boehm, dealing with the Mex"Irish revolutionary plots against
her. Very much frightened, she crawled
ican crisis, appears to have been
under the fence and said, "You con Great Britain.
the work of some fervid and
"Fomenting
against the largely
stand there looking at me now, cnlf,
projective Imagination.
but I'll hove some of you In my stom- United States in Mexico.
predicts
"It
that the President will
of American writers
"Subornation
ach before long."
acattribute Mexico's
and lecturers.
tivities to German money and incite"Financing of propaganda.
CUTICURA HEALS ECZEMA
ment; that he will call upon Congress
"Maintenance of a spy system un- to support him in radical measures
And Rashes That Itch and Burn Trial der the guise of a commercial inves- (the prophet even attempts to paratigation bureau.
phrase the language to be employed
Free to Anyone Anywhere.
"Subsidizing of a bureau for the pur- in the message): that Congress will
up
in
pose
labor
troubles
stirring
of
In the treatment of skin and scalp
endorse the President's stand, following which upward of 150 German
troubles bathe freely with Cutlcura munition plants.
reindustry
"The
and
other
bomb
apply
water,
Soap and hot
spies and agents were to be arrested
dry and
and the ambassadors of the central
Cutlcura Ointment If there Is a nat- lated activities."
The committee, of which Secreta- powers to receive their passports."
ural tendency to rashes, pimples, etc.,
After citing an extract from Captain
prevent their recurrence by making ries Lansing, Baker and Daniels are
chairBoehm's letter, the committee Btates
Cutlcura your daily toilet preparation. members, and George Creel,
Hol- that he was "too loose of tongue" for
say
concerning
man,
has
to
this
Free sample each by mall with Book.
the good of service and, citing a reAddress postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L, land:
"It has long been an open secret port of the German military InformaAdv.
Boston. Sold everywhere.
n
that Holland is merely a
tion bureau of March 21, 1916, quotes
into the report as follows:
for shipments of contraband
Terrible Mistake.
1b
official confirma"Too great confidence in the silence
"Oh. Cecil, the cook has given no- Germany. Here
tice ; she says you swore at her on the tion from the Von Igel records, which of his fellow men, especially the memsuspicious
a
seem
to
would
indicate
of the American Truth Society
bers
phone."
"Good heavens! I thought it was and confidential relation between the . . . was probably the cause of his
'Holland Commission' and the German becoming quickly known here."
you, pet."
diplomatic officials accredited to this
The committee's statement concountry, or possibly a belief by the tinues:
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delight! Germans that they could not success"So the notorious American Truth
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
fully get munitions to their own coun- Society, which so strenuously denied
associations, figures
try. A message in code with interllne-ar- y Its
Willing to Listen.
translation is entered as 'a2493' as indirectly linked up with Germany's
He You would never know how and headed 'German Embassy, Wash- secret representatives.' This society
much I love you.
is still extant and Jeremiah A.
ington, D. C, April 6, 1916.'
She What Is your objection to tellO'Leary, its moving spirit, is now the
It runs as follows:
ing me?
"'Telegram from Berlin by secret editor of "Bull," recently shut out of
roundabout way for Carl Heysen: the malls for publishing seditious matConsent sale Holland three hundred ter."
THIS DRUGGIST KNOWS
Many investors, the , committee
thousand chests (cartridges) and two
states the seized papers show, are
get
powder.
in
Please
hundred
tons
BEST KIDNEY MEDICINE
Commission. represented as having plans involving
Holland
touch with
Sender, War Minister, Foreign Of- use of devices of destruction. One
Sixteen years ago I began to sell Dr. fice, In representation. Signed: Hatz-feldt- .' entry is cited as follows:
" 'June 15, 1915. Sender, G. S. Vler-reKilmer's Swamp'Root and today I believe
"
it is one of the best medicines on the
Contents, Inquiry as to bombs;
Prince Hatzfeldt was an official of
market; and my patrons are very much
supply offer. Told to send further depleased with the results obtained from its the German embassy.
use and speak very favorably regarding it.
The Hamburg American line's bu- tails.'
Swamp-Roo- t
has oeen very successful in
"Possibly the further details," the
the treatment of kidney, liver and bladder reau of investigation, the committee statement continues, "are indicated in
agentroubles according to the reports received
states, an "Innocent-pretendinand I have no hesitancy in recommending cy," was at the outset the secret serv- another entry of four months later:
" 'Sender, Vlerreck. Contents, offer
it for I have great faith in its merits.
ice of the Hamburg American Steam- of pierio acid.'
Very truly yours,
Koenig,
the
Paul
Company
under
ship
OWL DRUG STORE,
"Picric acid is a constituent of many
By R. P. Boies,
manager. It became an adjunct of the high
explosives."
Oct. 3, 1016.
Sedalia, Missouri.
German diplomatic secret service. A
An entry entitled "pure war exleter dated July 20, 1915, from "O. R." penses" from the Von Igel paper is
Letter to
Dr. Kilmer t Co.
(one of Its operatives) to "7000" (char- made public by the committee as folBinshamton, N. Y.
acterized by the committee as "Cap- lows:
miliProve What Swamp-RoWill Do For Yob tain von Papen," former German
"Edward Emerson, $1,000.
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., tary attaché), tells of the payment of
"Fair Play (Mr. Braun), $2,000.
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample size tl50 to an unnamed person, under pe"Fair Play (Mr. Braun), $1,500.
bottle.
It will convince anyone. Yon culiar precautions, after the recipient
"Marcus Braun, $1,000.
will also receive a booklet of valuable in.
formation, telling about the kidneys and had made this statement:
"J. Archibald, $5,000."
damage
cause
serious
bladder. When writing, be sure and men"I intend to
The statement continues:
tion thiB paper. Large and medium size to vessels of the allies leaving ports
"Concerning the Identity of the last
bottles for sale at all drug stores. Adv. of the United States by placing bombs,
entry, there might be room for doubt,
which I am making myself, on board. but for a signed receipt from J. F. J.
But Lottie Hadn't One.
These bombs resemble ordinary lumps Archibald, acknowledging the sum of
Flossie (alluding to her new ring)
of coal and I am planning to have $5,000 from the German embassy for
It isn't always what a present costs them concealed in the coal to be
d
propaganda work."
that makes It appreciated.
on steamers of the allies."
The committee concludes its expose
Lottie, (who doesn't think much of
Money apparently went from Ger- as follows:
it) No, dear. Very often it is what man sources In the United States
"While chiefly concerned with milother people think It costs.
to Sir itary affairs in Europe the represenchannels
through embassy
executIrishman
Roger Casement, the
tatives of a supposedly friendly nation
How Did She Know?
ed in London.
were keeping an interested watch on
"Do you shave up or down?"
Communication.
our own activities in that line. A
Lines of
"Down."
"Several lines of communication be- secret code message of April 11, 1916,
"It feels like down." Lampoon.
tween the German diplomatic service signed '13232 46729 46919,' addressed
Igel to this effect:
'Herewith
The average ríínn thinks he is broad and the Irish revolutionary movement Von
respectfully send an extract regarding
minded because tie is willing to forget are indicated in the captured docutroops
California
in
stationed
ments,"
the statement continues. the
the wrong endured by others.
of the coast fortifi"John Devey of New York, now edi- and the armament
"
of the Gaelic American, a violent- cations.'
URINE Granulated Eyelids. tor
paper, was one of the
h
ly
Eyes,
Tnflanted
Eye
by
MM flfPSíBffi9 Son
Need $18,000,000,000 for War.
SigDumt nd IVtW quickly active agents of this connection.
t
1,1 liJ-5!White Sulphur SprlngB, Va. The
"relieved oy Murine. Try It la nificant entries appear here and there;
your Eye and In Baby's Eyes.
to messages from the Ger- American people must raise $18,000,-000,00- 0
IUUKl.IL N Wtkf , Jmtt EysCssafert references
to support the war this year
man embassy at Washington and the
st New York; men- Secretary McAdoo told West Virginia
Salvo, fa TatMS 16s. For Bk e ÍÁ V
FrM, German consulate
Ask Marta Sara Baaasrty Co
tion of a secret code to be employed bankers here
Chicas

tfl

Fine Pumphouse.

Almost Human.

LANSING PROVES
MICROBE PLOTS
TELLS OF DEADLY CULTURES
FOUND IN GERMAN LEGATION
TURNED OVER TO U. S.

GOOD

FAITH

BETRAYED

TEUTONS PLANNED TO SPREAD
DISEASE BEFORE DECLARATION OF WAR WAS MADE.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington,
Sept. 24. How Germany "shamefully
abused and exploited" the protection of the United
States by secreting in the German
legation at Bucharest, after the American government had taken charge
of Germany's affairs at the Rumanian
capital, quantities of powerful explosives for bomb plots and deadly microbes, with instructions for their use
in destroying horses and cattle, was
revealed by Secretary Lansing.
It was another of the Earies of Mr.
Lansing's disclosures of German intrigue, made public without comment
In the same manner as the Von Lux-bur- g
telegrams, which have brought
Argentina to the verge of war with
Germany; the Von Eckhardt letter
from Mexico City and the Von Bernstorff telegram asking the German
foreign office for authorization to
spend $50,000 to Influence Congress.
The latest story is told In a report
to the State Department from William Whiting Andrews, secretary of
the legation at Bucharest, and a letter from Foreign Minister Porumbaru
of Rumania.
Parcels and boxes taken Into the
German consulate at Bucharest with
display of great precaution aroused
the suspicions of the Rumanian government. On Aug. 27, 1916, the evening prior to the date of Rumania's
declaration of war, some of the cuses
Were taken to the German legation,
located in a different building from
the consulate.
Convinced that the boxes were rot
taken away from the legation by the
German diplomatic mission on its departure from Bucharest, the Rumanian authorities later ordered the
police to find and examine their contents. The police communicate! with
American Minister Vopicka, then in
charge of German interests, who reluctantly assigned Secretary Andrews
to observe the search.
Fifty-on- e
boxes were taken from
Fifty of
the ground in the garden.
them contained each a cartridge filled
with
saturated
with trinitrotoluene
among the most
mononitrotoluene,
powerful explosives known, one-fift- h
of each one being sufficient to tear
up a railroad track. .
In the other box were bottles of
liquid found to be cultivations of the
microbes of anthrax and glanders.
It bore a seal showing it came from
the German consulate at Kronstadt,
was found a
Hungary, and Inside
typewritten note in Germany saying:
"In closed (4) phials for horses and
4 for cattle.
To be employed as formerly arranged. Each phial Is sufficient for 200 head. To be Introduced,
if possible, directly into the animals'
throats; if not, into their fodder.
Please make a little report on the success obtained there; in case of good
results the presence of Mr. Kostoff
for one day here would be desirable."
Foreign Minister Porumbaru accompanied his letter with documents to
prove the origin of the boxed mid their
contents.
NEW INSTRUMENT OF TORTURE.
Bullets Set Fire to British
Troops in Battle.
London, Sept. 24. A new instrument of torture has been discovered
in the ranks of the Germans in the
form of a "flaming bullet" which sets
fire to the clothing of the wounded
In many cases wounded
soldier.
British troops had to be rolled in the
mud before the flames were extinguished.
Flaming

There apparently is a lull in the
fighting on all the big battlefronts.
In Flanders the British are resting on
the ground they have gained and consolidated and Crown Prince Rup-prechas also stopped his counterattacks.
In the Aisne and around Verdun the
British and German artillery continue
their deadly duels, but no actions of
Importance are reported in the recent
dispatches.
The Russians are fortifying themselves along the Dvlna and have
checked the advance of the Germans
near Jacobstadt.
Mlchaells to Give New Peace Plan.
Copenhagen, Sept 24. Dr. Michael-Is- .
the German imperial chancellor,
will discuss the Belgian question and
German peace conditions in a speech
next Thursday, according to the Neu-est- e
Nachrlchted of Munich. The chancellor will declare, the newspaper
says, that Germany is ready to
Belgian independence if the entente powers agree to restore the
German colonies and to give up "their
policy of territorial and economic

"

Citarles hud lived-hifour years on
after the arrival of a
family of kittens ut a neighbor's, little a farm. He was on a visit to his city
Isabel wns invited to pay aunt and upon arrival asked for a
them a visit. Delighted with what she drink. His mother took lilm luto the
had seen, she returned In ecstasies to bathroom and drew some water from
a faucet. "My," exclaimed ('hurles,
her mother.
"Oh, "mamma," she rapturously ex- looking around the white enameled
claimed, "they have the dearest little room, "Aunt Dell has a lovely
A few days

s

pussy cuts next door!
But do you
know thnt their papa has gone awuy
on a long holiday and left their mamma alone to take cure of them? Isn't
It a shume?"
Sioux City Tribune.

In a kite frame patented by a Wls-- r
msln man ribs rudlute from a central
disk of metal.

A quiet wedding is often the prelude
to a noisy divorce.

Men enjoy farming If they have
enough money to hire the work done.

What is Castoria
ASTORIA is a harmless
substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant. It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the relief
of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverish-nes-s
arising therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
aids the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been in nse for over
SO years, baa borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-Gooare but Experimenta that
trifle with and endanger the health of Infants and
Children Experience against Experiment.
J!

C

Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of

cíStii1"
Every
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rCarter's Little Liver Pills
f
x

P

(CARTER'S

fe

w.y

I

CONSTIPATED

This old remedy will set yo

PILLS.

Genuine bears

Mike Touleelthejoyof IMng. It b impossible
to be happy or feel good when yon sre
right over

atf- -l

itraatur

Uraau Neml Iron n the Blood. Try
f in DrADI
rALLIll
rLUrLLP carter's iron pills

D

Raise High Priced Wheat
on Fertile Canadian Soil
o&&S$tjfk

Canada extends to you a hearty
wSiWM tion to settle on her FREE Homestead
lands of IbO aerea each or securesome
invita-í5íO$&-

S

fl)fjj

fflXínOSSI Saskatchewan and Alberta. This year wheat is higher but
ILTmI MmJII Canadian land just as cheap, so the opportunity is more at
tractive than ever. Canada wants you to help feed the world
by tilling some of her fertile soil land similar to that which
during many years has averaged 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre. Think of the money yon can make with wheat

around 92 a bushel and land so easy to get Wonderful
yields also ot Uats, Barley and r lax. Mixed tanning
in Western Canada is as profitable an industry as
grain growing,
The Government this year Is asking farmers to pot
acreage into grain. There ia a great demand for
farm labor to replace the many young men who have
volunteered for service. The climate is healthful and
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good schools and
churches convenient. Writs for literature as to reduced
rauway tasto Supe otlnmugraUou, Ottawa. Csn, or to

W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

8ome Information.
"Sedentary work," said the lecturer
on physical torture, "tends to lessen
the endurance."
"In other words," butted In the
smart Aleck, "the more one sits the
less one can stand."
"Exactly," retorted the lecturer, "and
If one lies a great deal one's standing
is lost completely." Judge.

PAIN?

His Turn.
Mrs. Wattles was clearly out of
Urged
sorts at breakfast yesterday.
to give a reason, she said, "Well, 1
dreamed you tried to marry anothef
woman last night."
"Well, it was iy turn," replied Occy,
"You ran awny and Joined a dramatic
troupe the night before." Kansas City
Star.
Good Christians
mnn.

pray for the Ice

NOT A BIT I

It takes a lot of courage to enable
a woman to admit that she Is homely.

LIFT YOUR CORNS
OR CALLUSES OFF
No humbug 1 Apply few drops
then Just lift them away
with fingers.

This new drug; is an ether compound
discovered by a Cincinnati chemist It
is called freezone, and can
now be obtained In Uny
bottles as here shown at
very little cost from any
drug store. Just ask for
freezone. Apply a drop or
two directly upon a tender
corn or callus and instantly the soreness disappears.
Shortly yon will find the
corn or callus so loose that
you can lift it off, root
and all, with the fingers.
Not a twinge of pain,
soreness or irritation; not
even the slightest smarting, either when applying
freezone or afterwards.
This drug doesn't eat np
the corn or callus, bnt
shrivels them so they loosen and come right out It
is no humbug!
It works
like a charm. For a few
cents yon can get rid of ev
ery hard corn, soft corn or
corn between the toes, as well as painful calluses on bottom of your feet It
never disappoints and never burns,
bites or Inflames. If your druggist
hasn't any freeione yet, tell him to
get a little bottle for yon from bis
wholesale house. adv.
Contrary

Troubles.

"This Is hard luckl"
"What is?"
"Only soft drinks."
Many a man gives np a bad
he gets tired of It

Why That Lame Back7
Morning lameness, sharp twinges
back
when bending, or an all-da- y
ache ; each Is cause enough to suspect kidney trouble. Get after the
We
Help the kidneys.
cause.
Americans go it too hard. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so we are
fast becoming a nation of kidney
72
more deaths than
sufferers.
In 1800 is the 1010 census story.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Thousands recommend them.

A Wyoming Case
Ed Milter, painter
and carpenter. Cody,
Wyo., saya: "I Buffered severely from backache and I think It
was caused by a cold
settling on my kidneys, also from straining: and bending at
my work. My back
got so bad that X
couldn't bend without
harp pains catching
me.
Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved me of
this trouble and whenever 1 have
taken them since, they have brought
me une results."
Got Doiu'g at Amy Star. 60c Boot

DOAN'S

"pV

CO, BUFFALO.

FOSTER-iaLBUR-

N.

Y.

Every Woman Wants

FOR PERSONAL HYf.lRNC
la water far douches step,
parric catarrh, ulceration aad lañan
sstiotv. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pmkhara Mad. Co, for tea years.
A heeiinjr woacler for aaaal catarrh.
sons throat aad sor ayas. Economical.'
OisMfVad

habit-aft- er

W. N.

U, DENVER,

NO.

17.

Estancia

MORIARTY

News-Heral- d

PnblUhed'eTery

From the Moriarty

Thursday

J. A, CONSTANT.Editorand

$1.60

per yar in advance

NEW M'lNTOSH

BRAN
Bran from new crop wheat is
now being made. The supply
will be limited not enough to
last through the season. This is
of very superior quality, com
monly known as white, or mill
run bran. Better buy now. Get
it from your local merchant if he
has it.
If not, we will see that
you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
Estancia are handling this bran.
E. H. Ayers, Owner Mcintosh
Roller Flour Mills,
r. U address. Estancia, N. M.

How's This?

'

We offer One Hundred Dollars Rewnrd
for any ease of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thtrty-flv- e
years, and has become known as the
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison from the Blood and healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh
Medicine for a short time you will see a
improvement
in your general
Kreat
health. Start takinff Hall's Catarrh Medicine at once and pet rid of catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
DIRECTORY

PROFESSIONAL
a:

Messenger.

Kathryn Flowers went to Duran this week to enter school.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stephens
and children, of Colchester, 111.,
are here visiting Mrs. Stephens
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rutherford.
Jerry Hunter arrived Tuesday
He was lookfor a short visit.
ing fine and says he is doing well
in the grocery business in Ama
rillo, Texas.
A Dremature baby girl was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Toney
Gomez Monday, September 17.
The babe weighed about two
pounds and is doing nicely.
A. R. Jester came in Saturday
from Augusta, Kansas, to spend
several days here, going to Hot
Springs, N. M.. for treatment.
Mr. Jester was here last fall during the big rains and claims
credit for their coming earlier
this fall.
C. W. Sawyer is back in the
valley looking as young as ever.

,

Owner.

KutAreit as aeonnd class matter JaQaaryll.
ISO?, Id tta posUiBloa at Batanóla, N. M., under
the Aot of Congress of UaroU 8, 1907.

Subscription

MOtlNT-AINAIFrom the Independent.

A sad accident happened Tues
day, when a car coming into
town, turned turtle about two
miles north of Mountainair, seriously injuring ail three occupants.
Robert Colter was picked up
from underneath the car, and is
in an Albuquerque hospital in a
sen jus condition.
Worrel Per-

kins has a broken collar-bonine
and Bill Helms is
jured. The car, which belonged
to Mr. Connor,
was badly
wrecked. Word from Albuquerque is to the effect that Robert
Coulter is getting along as well
as can be expected.
H. A. Murphy, of Albuquerque, was here on Monday, when
he apprehended Jacobo Yrisarri,
Patricio Trujillo and Pantaleon
Benavides, charged with unlawfully excavating at ruins of Gran
Quivira, which ruins have been
set aside by proclamation of the
president as a National Monument. The parties accused were
taken before U. S. Commissioner
P. A. Speckmann, where they
waived a preliminary hearing
and were held under bail to ap
pear before the Federal Grand
Jury, October 1st at Santa Fe.
Mr. Yrisarri, who is from Albuquerque, made the explanation
that he did not know that he
was committing a crime in having the digging done. He readily admitted that he had hired
the other two and three more to
do the excavating, and asked
that he alone be held as the others were merely performing the
labor for daily wage. As soon
as he was informed of the law,
he quit the work and paid off his
e,

like-wis-

Torrance County Abstract Co,
A. R. POOL, Manager
N. MEX.
ESTANCIA.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab
stracter., bee us before placing your
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JJR. II. T. WICIIMAN
Physician and Surgeon
Office in

rear of Estancia Savings Bank
Building

ESTANCIA, N. M.

S. KING
County Surveyor
Agrimensor de Condado
D.

Mcintosh, N. M.
W. H. MASON

Physician and

Optician

REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
Ortion

North Main St.

Estancia, N.M.

C.J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Office practico and contmltation. Treating
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a Specialty.
Office at Drug Store
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.

Chas. F. Easley

Chas. R. Easley

EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneys at Law
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
SANTA FE, N. M.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Of flee honra 9 :20 a m to

ESTANCIA,

6.

i80p m

NEW MEXICO

B. Ewlng'
DENTIST

ESTANCIA - - NEW MEX.'
Sometimes out of town first of week,
but always insistencia office Fridays
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASSON
Attorney at Law
Willyractice

in all

ESTANCIA

Courtsof New Mexico
NEW MEX.

RESTAURANT
Chili and Short Orders

Figola Bread

Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
Cakes and Pies

J.

Raymond

J.

R. WASH.

Sanchez

General Merchandise
Wagon Yard

All Kinds of Feed
Land for Sale
Chili!!. N. M.
Also V on right hip,
cross on right shoulder. XX on left hip.
Ranee 8 miles north
1 rrile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons.
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
brands strayed from range.

ESTANCIA

Does Your Back

FAIR

Will

BE

flcM

GOOD

WHAT CATARRH IS
Rev, J.
Bretz, Pastor.
It has been said that every third
Sunday, September 30.
person has catarrh in some form.
Sunday school 10 a. m., Kav.
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
J. E. Hinman, Supt.
11 a. m. Prof. of the body; and local treatments in
Preaching
form of snuffs and vapors do little,
Erickson; 7:30 p.m. Rev. J. E. the
if any good.
f
Hinman.
To correct catarrh you should treat Ha
The public is cordially invited cause by enriching your blood with isthe
a
iu Scott's Emulsion which
to the ser.vices.
free
medicinal food and a building-toniMETHODIST

CHURCH

A.

It is usually a sign of sick kidneys,
especially if the kidney action is disEstancia is going to have a ordered, passages scanty or too frequent.
Don't wait for more serious
A real, honest-to-goodnes- s
A FAIR.
fair, with races, stock, troubles, itegin using Doan's Kidney
displays, Pills. Read this East Las Vegas testiagricultural
shows,
sports and entertainments of all mony .
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman, 225
kinds.
d
Several meetings of the Fair Railroad Ave., East Las Vegas, N.
or any harmful drugs. Try it.
fromalcohol
held,
kidneys
and
back
says:
"My
been
Méx.,
Association have
Ranch Property for Sale.
Scott & Bowne. Blooinficld. N. J.
and something over $350.00 has gave me a great deal of trouble. NothThe ranch and stock of the late
already been subscribed. In all, ing helped me until I used Doan's Kidr r"'""'" T I
will be sold
a total of $500.00 is planned for, ney Pills. They took away the pains Angus McGillivray
Ranch eighteen miles
which will assure a big, success- in my back and put me in good shape this fall.
Twelve secagain. Those who follow railroading east of Estancia.
ful fair.
The association is putting up are often subject to kidney ailments. tions of state and patented land
very attractive premiums for the The jolting of the train is bad and one With three wells, three thousand
agricultural section, and the live- doing this work needs a strong back. I head of sheep, two hundred head
stock premiums are worth the am glad that I know of Doan's Kidney of cattle and a few horses. One
while of every good stock grower Pills, as they can be depended upon to of the best improved ranchea in
Torrance county. For particuin the country.
always give relief."
A premium list will be pubPrice 60c, at all dealers. Don't sim lars see or address Jno. McGilllished shortly, and it promises to ply ask for a kidney remedy get ivray, Administrator, Lucy, N. M.
be a hummer.
The premiums Doan's Kidney Pills -- the same that Mr. PE0PIE SPEAK WELL Of CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS.
Foster-Milbu- rn
are very generous, and should Leahy used.
Co.,
"I have been selling Chamberlain's
certainly incite the best efforts Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Tablets for about two years and heard
great
or
every
exhibitor,
good reports from my customers
such
of
Here's Stylish,
that I concluded to give them a trial
small.
myself,
do not besay
can
I
and
Comfortable Shoe
that
C.
formerly
Martin,
J.
black
over
not
been
The ladies have
lieve there is
preparation of
as well made as it is good
looked, by any means, and have smith in the railroad shops, is the kind equal toanother
them," writes G. A.
looking.
It's a
a quite prominent place in the here awaiting the call from McBride, Headford, Ont. If you are
troubled with indigestion or constipapremium list.
county
go
to
to train tion give them a trial. They will do
The Fair will last three days, Bernallilo
you good.
exing camp, having passed

jyi

j w

a

'patriot St)oe

starting October

15th, and
tending through the 16th and amination here.
17th, ending the night of the at Albuquerque.
ex-

17th.

the
He registered

K

FOR PUBLICATION
will be
of the Interior,
be pic- U. S.Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE

Fun and entertainment
plenty, and there will
ture shows and dances at night
September 7, 1917,
Estancia
all through the fair.
Notice is hereby given that Harry
will be prepared to entertain, Glover, of Tajique, New Mexico, who,
on April 2nd, 1913, made homestead
and will do it royally.
The Association wants every- application, No 017994, for sj sí seli
8wli seM, s'í nw'j ae'j seM, bee
body who has anything to exhibit n'A
tion 27, n x ne'j, Section 34, sj nw
A place will be se'j nw4, swy seJ4 nw.'a, w, se'4li
to bring it in.
found in which to display it.
se'4 nw'.t, nw'4 ne'4 nel4 sw.'.i, e
DON'T FORGET the TIME, 04 ne'i swm, sw'-- j nwM1, seM, sw
township
seM nw'i se.'j section
October 15th. 16th, 17th, the north.
Range beast, N. M.
Meridian
PLACE, Estancia. New Mexico, and the ne'4 nw'j ne'4 swy,f. swy ne.y
se'.i ne'i swy. Section
and if you don't BRING the ne'i swy,
27, TownBhip 7 North, Range 6 East
GIRL, that's your fault.
M.
notice
Meridian, has

All work

ON EVERY

Estancia,

You can have more real fun of a harmless sort with a kodak than for the same

amount of money invested in any other
way. And how the pictures taken now
will be prized in the future! See our
stock.

Estancia Drug Company

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Ford touring car
equipped with kerosene burner U. S. Land Office at fianta Fe, N. M,
August 27, 1917.
and Staude
Notice is hereby given that Redolfo
Two Ford chasses with en Polaco,
of Palma, N. M., who, on Aug.
gines, suitable for conversion in I, ism;;, made nordestead entry, No
men.
'
017077, for ne'4 ne.y, Section 30, vi
Little Zelah Tanette Keithley, to trucks or tractors.
One FORD TRACTOR made nwM, se'4 nwü, ne.'4, bection all.
infant babe of Mr. and Mrs. S.
Township 8 north, Range 13 east.
L. Keithley, born August 7, 1917, by Ford Tractor Co, Minneapolis, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Minn.
of intention to make five year proof to
died September 13. 1917. Fun
Prices and terms right.
estaDlish claim to tne land above de
eral services were held at Cedar
scribed, before H. A. Ballard, U. S.
Guyer
See
Texas
H.
John
at
Grove, interment being in the
at Uncino, N. M., on
Hotel, or address Box 106, Es- Commissioner,
Cedar Grove cemetery.
the luth day of October, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Acasio Gallegos oí Torreón tancia, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
took his family to Albuquerque
Frank C. Gibson of Palma, N. M
Dade Bigbee of Encino, N. M., Carlos
Department of the Interior.
Monday, where the children will
Gomez,
of Palma N. M., Daniel Vigil
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
enter school.
m,
ot raima, M.
September 7, 1917.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register,
Notice is hereby given that Isabel
Sanchez' y Benabides, of Estancia, FPSept6LPOct4
New Mexico, who, on July 10, 11)10,
made homestead entry, No. 013750, for
nwif swy, Section 31, Township 6
north, Range 8 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to A

FAMILY

five-ye-

T

1

1

si

festf

And Kodak Supplies

1916

Will Elgin and family returned
last week from Washington
after having been absent since
the middle of June. They made
the entire trip by auto, going out
Proof, to establish
make
through California and Oregon claim
to the land above descrbied, beLike everybody else who makes fore Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner,
at Estancia, New Mexico, on October
a trip away from here with op 21,
1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
portunities for observation, Mr,
Manuel Sanchez. Pedro
Sanchez.
Elgin returns thinking more than
Anaatacio Torres, Van Lane, all of Es
ever of the Estancia valley. On tancia, New Mexico.
his Washington land be got this FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
year only eighteen bushels ot
Department of the Interior,
wheat to the acre, and land there
í .1'
TT:t.J O i .
is cropped only once in two
Santa Fe. New Mexico. SeDt. 11.1917.
years.
This does not compare Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
favorably with the production of or
tne Act oi uongress ot June zi,
And yet, 1898, and June 20, 1910. and the Acts
Estancia valley land.
thereto, has made on
his land there would sell any day supplementary
plication for the following described
for $30 an acre. He considers unappropriated public lands as mdem
Bchool lands.
his land here really worth more nity
L,ist
Lots 3 and 4 and
He NWy. Section 1, and NWy Section
than his Washington land.
y,
o
T.
K.
9.
N.,
and sww Section
saw land in California (irrigated) 26,
EJ SWM Section 35, T. 9 N., R. 9
producing no more beans to the E., N. M. r. M
purpose of this notice is to allow
acre than Estancia Valley land allThe
persons claiming the land adversely.
produces without irrigation in or desiring to show it to be mineral in
character, an opportunity to file obthe most favorable seasons, val- jections
to such location or selection
ued at $800 to 1,000 per acre. with the register and receiver of the
He says he would have every United States Land Office at Santa l'e.
New Mexico, and to establish their infoot of his land here farmed if terest therein, or the mineral character
he could lease it fpr a term of thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
five years, as he does the WashRegister. U. S. Land Office.
ington land, but he doesn't want GRIAI fAITH IN CHAMBFRIAINS COUC ANO
DIARKH01A
KIMIDY.
,
it farmed one year and not the
"( hambcrlain's Colic and Diarrhoea
next.
by
my father about
Remedy was used
year ago when tie tiad diarrhoea, it
Word was received here yes- arelieved
him immediately and by tak
terday evening that the gov- ing tbree doses he was aDsoiuteiy
He has great faith in this
ernor has granted a conditional cured.
remedy," writes Mrs. W. H. Williams,
pardon to D. H. Holloway.
Stanley, N. V.

HEEL

New Mexico

KODAKS

are
branches in Torrance
advised to ship with us in one
shipment.
Each member is re- HAS A HIGH OPINION. OF CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS.
quested to be present and help "I have a high opinion of Chamber
in the work as we are needing lain's Tablets for biliousness and as
The war laxative," writes Mrs. C. A. Barnes.
more actual help.
111.
"I have never found
situation is growing more serious Charleston,
so mild and pleasant to une.
every day, so let us all do our anthing
My brother has also used these tablets
best.
with satisfactory resulta."
NOTICE

guaranteed

Shop on North Main Street

filed
of
N.
P.
intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
Neal Jenson, U. S,
The local Red Cross met Tues scribed, before Estancia,
at
New Mexi
day and pent the afternoon at Commissioner,
co, on October 24, 1917.
We will be obliged to
work.
Claimant names as witnesses:
seek new quarters on account of Benses Sanchez, of Tajique, New
the club room being vacated, A Mexico; Eugene Joquel, of Tajique,
home for future use would be ap- JNew Mexico; William banana, ot h.s
We have a shipment tancia. New Mexico; Lafayette Gar
preciated.
of supplies almost ready. Other land, of Estancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
county

For Sale.

KEMP BROS.

606HRHNB

Shoe and Harness
Repairing

RED CROSS

One

B.

MEDICINE
In Her LI
Home, Says Tfiis
Georgia Lady, Regarding
Relief From Headache, Malaria, Chills, Etc.
!:-- r's

BftRNET FREILINGER
The Land Man

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTHNem.N.

ieal

8

Jenson

U. S. Commissioner

a
y

M.

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted,
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

Iosa

Estancia, New Mexico
cBssmas ccasssss l o

Black-Draugh-

Jje

Ringgold, Ga. - Mrs. Chas. Gaston,

of this place, writes: "I am a user
of Thedford's
la fact.
It was one of our family medicines.
Also In my mother's home, when I
was a child. When any of us child-

Umberáítp ot

Black-Draugh-

ren complained of headache, usually
caused by constipation, she gave us
a dose of Black-Draugh-t,
which would
rectify the trouble.
Often In the
Spring, we would have malaria and
chills, or troubles of this kind, we
would take Black-Draugpretty regular until the liver acted well, and
we would soon be up and around
again. We would not be without it,
for It certainly has saved us lota of
doctor bills. Just a dose of Black-Draugwhen not bo well saves a
lot of days In bed."
Thedford's Black-Draughas been
In use for many years In the treatment of stomach, liver and bowel
troubles, and the popularity which it
now enjoys Is proof of its merit
If your liver is not doing Its duty,
will suffer from such disagreeable symptoms as headache, biliousness, constipation,
indigestion, etc..
and unless something is done, serious
xrouuie may result.
Thedford's Black-Draughas been
found a valuable remedy for these
troubles.
It Is purely vegetable, and
acts In a prompt and natural way.
Tegulating the liver to its proper
functions and cleansing the bowels of
Impurities.
Try It. Insist on Thed.
ford's, the original and genuine.
3 79

Jleto JWexico
AT ALBUQUERQUE

Opens Next Monday,
October 1st.
With new buildings, increased equipment, strengthened faculty,
and three months added to lis annual working time by the now
t
schedule of
weeks of regular work, the State University enters this new college year better prepared than ever before to
serve the young men and women of New Mexico.
In spite of the war which has called into the country's service
many undergraduates and others who otherwise would have entered
University
the
this year, attendance assured will be largsr than that
at opening of the University hist year.
Those who expect to enter (he first period should addros the
President at once, by letter, telephone or tel. gram, or present themselves to tho Itegistrar, whose ol'lieo is in he Administration Buildforty-eigh-

ing on tho campus, not later than m a. m Mt.ntfay, Oc.ober Is!.
Address all inquiries to David R. Boyd, President. Albuquerque,
N. M.

0
o

LOCAL ITEMS

Feed Feed Feed. Estancia
Lumber Co.
ílCorn $4.50, chop $4.60, bran Barney Freilinger has sold the
$2.35. Estancia Lumber Co.
Krick building to Rex Meador.
Long time real estate farm
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Buford
loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers Cain, Sept. 24, a twelve pound
For sale, a few calves, steera, son.
heifers and a few choice bulls at Big shipments of winter goods
J. S. Clack's near Tajique.
for all departments. Estancia
For Sale, yearling and
Lumber Co.
Hereford Bulls. The
For sale, 1Gx20 double cylinder
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N. Owens
bean thresher. H. F.
M.
Mathews.
Cotnext
week, car
To arrive
Will sell at Moriarty Saturday,
ton Seed Cake and Meal 43 per
cent protein. See us. Estancia Oct 6, some good Jersey dairy
cows, and some fat beef cows.
Lumber Co.
M. T. Lamb.
Mrs. W. A, Stambaugh and
Mr. and Mrs. Esau B. Lopez
Perea,
son Maurice Lester of
New Mexico, are visiting Mrs. of Torreón, were among the
James McBride, east of Estancia. visitors in Estancia Thursday of
last week.
Little Ruth Williams, daughter
Mrs. G. S. Alter and baby of
of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Williams,
Willard
are visiting Mrs. Alter's
ill
typhoid
very
with
fever.
is
She is reported this morning as parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell in
having passed a slightly better Estancia.
night last night than for several It is reported that bean grownights past.
ers in the vicinity of Mountainair
The Mountainair branch of the have had a meeting and resolved
Red Cross will give a dance in to hold their beans for 12
the new building just completed
For sale, good grade Perdiby the Willard Mercantile Co. at eron horses, from one year up to
Mountainair, on Friday night, seven. John Bowman, McinM.
October 5. $1 a couple, extra tosh, N.
C.
Killough
came over from
S.
ladies 25c. Good music and a
good floor, an i a good time as- his home near Manzano, Tues
day, and wenc to Santa Fe on
sured. Everybody invited.
business.
The ladies of the Woman's
W. V. Nordquist, who was a
Club, having been compelled to
give up the building they have homesteader southeast of town
been using, have moved the some years ago, with his family
books of the library temporarily and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
to the building across the street Nordquist, came out from Can
occupied by "The Cookery." ton, Oklahoma, last week by
Persons having library books or auto, to see how things look in
wanting library books will please the valley. Mrs. R. B. Cochrane is a niece of the elder Nord- take notice.
They could remain but
quists.
There will be a wrestling a few days, as the younger Mr.
match in the Pastime Theatre Nordquist supplements his farm-Friday evening, Sept. 28, in ing operations in Oklahoma by'
which L. L. Lee of Stanley and school teaching, and he had to
G. S. Campbell of Estancia will get back to begin a term of
try conclusions. They are even- school:
ly matched in weight and neither
A. R. Pool, J. M. Head, Wal
has ever been thrown by a man
Hill and Judge A. B. Patterlace
to
is
It sure be
of his weight.
son, all from Sterling Cityi Texan interesting contest.
as, came in the first of the week
At a special meeting of the with their household goods and
board of directors last evening, stock to make Estancia or viciniWillie Elgin, one of the most ty their home. Mr. Pool secured
favorably and well known men of the Bilsing house, just southeast
the county, was elected as a di- of town, Mr. Lipe's family hav
rector in the Farmers and Stock-anen- s ing gone to Albuquerque for the
This school term.
Bank of Estancia.
Mr. Head
has
flourishing institution seems to leased the Simmons place just
good
have the faculty of choosing
north of town, but can't get pos
men for its most important session for a short time, so he is
officers.
sharing a house just north of the
A deeded place cheap for sale, school house with Judge PatterMr. Hill had previously
a little short song 1600 yards son.
long. If well composed this ad bought a house of Mr. Shirley at
will run until sold. Apply to the northeast corner of the town- owner. W. J. Hollis, Estancia, site. These people form a welcome addition to our population,
N. M.
beChris Skonsgard, father of and we hope all of them will
permanent
residents.
come
Bay,
W.
out
who came
Mrs. O.
here about two months ago to ) Mrs. Rhoda Evans and daugh
stay with his daughter, has filed ter, Miss Chance Evans, re
on a homestead adjoining his turned last week from a two
daughter's homestead, and there- months visit at their former
by becomes a permanent resident home in Texas, in the vicinity of
Ft. Davis and Silver City. They
of the valley.
some
Dr. W. B. Everett and Tom visited at the Y Bar Ranch
City,
where
Silver
from
distance
Branen of Sterling City, Texas,
are prospectors here, this week. the family located thirty years
by
We hope they will find some- ago, and which is still owned
& Evans, members of the
Means
thing here that suits them and
this ranch they at
settle down to stay. The last family. bigAtcamp
meeting where
a
tended
named has some cattle here on
the crowd was so great that it
temporary range.
required a beef every day to fur
J. M. Milboun reports that nish meat. They also attended
bean harvest is about finished on another big camp meeting at
the Milbourn farms. They put Skilman's Grove near Ft. Davis.
out 225 acres. On the land that Crops were good in that part of
has been farmed in previous Texas, and Mrs. Evans says she
years they have a very fair crop, enjoyed having all kinds of fruit,
although they had very little rain roasting ears and vegetables of
They all kinds.
and none until very late.
got a very poor stand on the
Mr. Kinsell of the Kinsell Live
land that had not been farmed
Co, of Moriarty, was a
Stock
there being many acres that pro
Tues
duced nobeansat all. However, business visitor in Estancia
day.
ordering
having deferred
sacks
XPlRltMGE HIE BEST ÍUCtítR.
until a few weeks ago in order
to make a better estimate of how Tf ia nanopflllv nHmittpri that exneri
many they would need, they now not make use ot the best experience of
as well as our own:
find, after a second careful es- others
ine ei- :
f n ,knnDani1 naranna a mnrP
timate with the beans practically to be depended upon than that of one
all harvested, that they will need individual. Many thousands of perhave used Chamberlain's Cough
four hundred sacks above the sons
Remedy for couch a and colds with the
previous estimate.
...l.. mkiik ahnolB it tt hfforU
Here's hopreliable preparation
ing that everybody will have the thorouehly
iryn. it ia piumpv
those diseases,
d

c.

H. C. Keen and J. B. Fish
made a trip to Albuquerque
Tuesday.

Ghas, Sawey

Transfer

Miss Catherine Garvin returned Agent for
to her work at Santa Fe this

CONTINENTAL

morning.

OILS

The first frost of the season occurred in Estancia Wednesday
Service.
Trunk
night.
Frost was reported in
the mountains on Tuesday night. Hauling Between Towns. Offiice
with Valley Auto Co.
The weather during the past
week has been quite favorable
for the bean farmers.
HIDEMAHS'S

HND GHS

Form-a-Truc-

k

Valley auto

mm

Order
1'ure
of Praetorians was organized in
Estancia Tuesday night, with a
Goat Milk
R.
membership of thirty-twi nc. íncompcrtiitu; iiiwy rtttni
L. Strong was elected S. A., J. & Tiia Perfect Food for Invalids
wonilors in rr.torinj! Iicollh ti llii.wj
E. Hinman Recorder and F. G.
!L U.ml.lc. l'iMilivi'ly i.lvMlIluprul)U'l
McCabe C. G. Drs. Wichman
ffr. of inlmilile Malnutrition.
AT LEADING DRUGGISTS
fif
and Mason are medical examinFut up in ha. Tim
$1,
fft
ers. This is a fraternal insurI
G EM AN N G OAT Ml
K CD.
W
ance organization.
Physician' Blfi.
iart Tram it, o Cl
A lodge of the Modern

ESTANCIA,

Bame trouble.

and effectual and pleasant to take.

o.

N. M.

V"i--

THE GREAT

jES,

t

limping
around with an injured ankle,
the result of h3 trousers getting
caught by the pin in the end of
a farm implement that he was
using. , He got the team stopped
just in the nick of time to avoid
a much worse injury.

J.

M.

Milbourn

is

COUNTY FAIR

TORRANCE

After the ceremony a delicious
two course luncheon was served.
Only the bride's immediate fam
ily, neighbors and a few friends
The house was
were present.
prettily decorated with cut flowers. The bride was attired in a
reindeer brown traveling suit,
anT carried a bouquet of bride's

AT WILLARD, N. M.

4, 1917

OCTOBER 3 AND

roses.
The happy couple took the 2:55
train at Willard for AlbuquerAt the home of Mr. and Mr?. que, going to Chicago and InL. D. Roberts at noon Tuesday, dianapolis and Richmond, Inditwenty-fiftMr, an, the home of the groom.
September
After November firstthey will reJohn E. Rohe of Winslow, Ari- side in Winslow, Arizona, Mr.
zona, and Z"lla Roberts were Rohe being an engineer on the
united in the bonds of matrimony Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway
Miss Roberts was forby the Reverend J. A. Bretz.
merly a teacher in our local
The bride was given away by schools
and for the past three
her father, and her niece Miss years has had charge of the comas
Jacqueline Rousseau acted
mercial department of the Clifring bearer, the double ring cere- ton, Arizona, High School. Her
mony being used. Mr. L, A. many friends wish them a long ÜJÜ
happy married life.
Rousseau being, best man and and
Henry Rodger and Miss Clara
the bride's sister, Mrs. L. A.
Seay, both of Negra, were marRousseau, matron of honor.
the father of the groom nH
Hines played ried bycourt
Miss Mabel
house last Thursday,
at the
the wedding march and a few Septembpr 20. The bride's mothappropriate vocal and instru er, Mrs- Seay. was of the party
mental selections were rendered. and witnessed the ceremony.

TWO BIG DAYS

MARRIED

i

OF FUN
ESTANCIA
H.

tÜ

-

REALTY COMPANY
EE

C. WILLIAMS, Manager

Estancia, N.

M.

Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranch-gf- l
es, large and small, improved and unimproved.
Write us your wants.

If its farminf; or grazing land,

WE HELVE IT
S BE (IE C EE EE BE EE EE EE! EE EE tiEEEBE

DODGE BROS. CARS

ill

m

"vV ñ

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Agents for Torrance County
Parts, Supplies
and Repairs

.

I

Estancia

$406.20 f. o. b.

té

I

ENCINO STATE BANK
ENCINO,
MEXICO

ÍK

NEW

CAPITAL

25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans n specialty.
you to can on us ana ten us your needs.
F. U. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

V.--

We invite

C. L. CREIGHTON,

Confidence the Result of Strength
The strouííth of this bank in tho direct result of its utttcieo manat;errjODt,
ample rosourccs aod capital.
Tlie contídeace of tbo people is the result of
the atreofith nnii oniiuestionetl safety which the bank assure í its depositors
and patrons . Ever siuce its ostablielmiout the bank has ra iuaily frrown in
strength and also in tlio oateem of the pocpte. Wo invite tt o accounts of all
wlm appreciate safety for thoir money and careful , efficient service.
A

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Straight Banking.

Experienced mau agora eut and large financial resourous at our command.

Capital and Surplus $25,000.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard, New Mexico

41
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xiTtrT!
ai
w eiccrne
Always
"You little rascal- piayen alone tna way, tiit.
Kept grandma waitin;;! Oh Wcli, it'j ail unlit.

CALUMET

BAKING POWDER

always ripht. It's worth vr.Iti.nr for. Always
Never shirks its votU. Hevcr fads. Nevi-i note u s pure
wastos minutos rr mn'erials
v i
wholesome. 3 Calumot coni.nr. ov.'v s;icii
as have been approved oiiic;aily by the U. b. twu
Authorities."
save bVm you us it.
You save u hen you buy

ityo

?.

li-

hm

l,'--

;

m

jucm x.

8m

I have

jai aiiiitiu

just received a big stock of Dry

Goods,

es-

pecially in Ladies' Scarfs, Made Dresses for Ladies and Children, Skirts, and everything in the
line of Furnishing Goods. A big stock of Fine
Shoes, Men's Fine Clothing and Single Pants. I
have a specialty in Children's Dresses. Come and
see me. You will be welcome.

m

lilla!';:! ía

HIGHEST XV
S3
S3

Torreón. N. Mex.

Cash.

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN

New food economy scheme tor Bnc
land announced.
Germany at the request of King Al
fonso of Spain, is about to restore to
liberty Adolphe Max, the burgomaster
of Brussels.
Francisco Villa believes the United
CONDENSED
RECORD OP THE
States and Mexico will have a war
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
soon, and he has warned Gen. Francisco Murgla against pursuing him.
HOME AND ABROAD
Montreal Is organising a battalion of
women to form the nucleus of a Can
adian army of women who will fight
In the trenches of France if they are
FROM ALL
needed.
Explosion of a bomb in sack of nl
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE' trate being loaded on the Japanese
passenger and freight steamer Seiyo
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Maru, at Iqulque, Chile, killed two per
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
sons and injured ten.
In the event of Premier Borden's return to power, It is his intention to
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa
confer the franchise upon women genABOUT THE WAE
erally and to make Important amendBritish open new offensive and ments
to the naturalisation act.
make great gains.
In reply to the peace proposals ol
The Italians have won new gains in
Pope Benedict, the German and Austhe Dolomite Alps.
governments
expresi
Sweden protests to Germany regard
the hope that the pontiff's efforts may
ing Argentine affair.
bring
about
hostilities.
a
cessation of
Over 2,000 prisoners taken by BritThe Frankfurter Zeitung says that
ish in day's fighting.
the
Swedish embassy, which has taken
American regiment takes place of
over the affairs of the American em
French on battlefront.
bassy at Constantinople, has been or
The unarmed American schooner dered to cease
the transmission of ciAnn J. Trainer was sunk.
pher messages to America.
Russia reorganising army to make
Announcement was made in govern
firm stand against Germans.
ment circles at Peking
ChiTwo German submarines have been nese cabinet, provided that the
the entente
sunk by British naval forces.
powers approved, was willing to send
Argentine Senate votes to break oft 300,000 soldiers to France, In complidiplomatic relations with Germany.
ance with the French request.
Italians break through Austrian line
Emperor William passed through
east of Trent and capture 200 pris Budapest, Hungary, on his way to Sooners.
fia, the Bulgarian capital.
It is beA Tokio dispatch says Japan will lieved to be the emperor's Intention to
soon take her first step In her plan try to smooth over difficulties which
to furnish shipping aid to the allies have arisen between Bulgaria anJ
In the war.
Germany.
On the southern end of the western
With a view to promoting temper
front the German crown prince has ance permanently the Russian provis
unsuccess
an
suffered severe losses in
ional government has ordered that all
ful attack on Mont Haut, in Cham- supplies of alcohol at distilleries and
pagne.
on licensed premises shall be used for
The German minister to Sweden for- the manufacture of vinegar and minmally expressed to the Swedish gov eral waters.
ernment Germany's regrets in consé
The American steamer Platurla was
tel- torpedoed by a German
crenos of the Swedish-Argentinia- n
submarine
egram affair.
Sept. 15. Forty-fiv- e
survivors have
Convinced that a declaration of war been landed by the Italian steamer
against Germany will be made by the Andrea. The master of the Platurla
government, Argentina army officials and eight of the crew were drowned.
are going ahead with tentative plans New York dispatches state that H.
tor the immediate dispatch of an army Darrow, boatswain, of Denver was a
member of the Platuria's crew.
to Europe.
Albert Champion, a French soldier.
In the recent raid by entente allied
airmen on the Belgian town of Rout who on his third attempt escaped
ers, says the Courier de la Meuse, a from Germany, brings the information,
newspaper of Maastricht, Holland, a according to the Paris edition of the
bomb fell on a building near the mar- New York Herald, that 3,700 French
ket and killed or wounded 900 Ger and British soldiers and 1,500 Russians have died of typhus at the Germans.
man
camp at Cassel,
Opposing armies were bitterly en ninetyconcentration
miles northwest of
gaged Saturday from the North Sea to
Switzerland In the west; from the
Baltic to the Black sea in the east; in SPORTING NEWS
Hutchinson won the Western League
Macedonia, and from .the Austro-Ital-ta- n
mountains to the Adriatic.
The pennant for the last halt of the seasou
British are holding the new positions by defeating Joplln In the third
taken from the Germans Thursday, straight game of the play-of-f series in
2 to 0.
and besides consolidating these gains a shut-out- ,
have captured 1,000 more prisoners,
Lieut. Edwin V. Evans of Sheridan,
making 3,000 men taken since the big Wyo., is one of the five University of
drive began.
Colorado students who have just arrived for service In France, according
WESTERN
to
word received at Boulder, Colo.
Crowd of soldiers wreck I. W. W.
The Chicago Americans put an end
headquarters in Los Angeles.
Approximately 10,000 men had been to Boston's last forlorn hope as a pen
received in Camp Punston at noon Fri- nant contender by winning Friday's
day, the majority from Kansas, Ne- game, 2 to 1. The victory clinches the
American League championship for
braska and Colorado.
Federal authorities are carefully Chicago.
scrutinising the speeches delivered by GENERAL
Senator La Follette and President A.
The second Liberty Loan campaign
C. Townley of the Nonpartisan League
will last four weeks, opening Oct 1
at a mass meeting in St. Paul, Minn. and closing Oct. 27.
Rioting broke out in half a doien
Wheat is being fed to livestock as a
lections of the Mission district Friday substitute for corn in many counties
In connection with the strike of the of northeastern Oklahoma.'
United Railroads platform men at San
The price of silver made another 2c
A crowd of 300 persons advance Sept. 21, going to $1.08
Francisco.
an
attacked a street car with rocks and ounce, a gain of 9c In a week, making
other missiles.
the high mark since 18M.
WASHINGTON
News that the Argentine Senate had
Wilson orders investigation made of voted overwhelmingly to sever diplocoast labor troubles.
matic relations with Germany was reJapan again assures United States ceived in Washington with gratification and no little surprise.
she is on side of allies to win war.
seventy-fiv- e
Six children,
grand
President Wilson calls on school
children, forty-on- e
children to Join Junior Red Cross.
twenty
and
Washington officials are disposed to
helped Mrs. Fredericka Minnie Hock
accept Sweden's messages of regret.
her hundredth birthday at
The warring world and a large por- celebrate
Chicago.
tion of the neutral nations are on raRoast beef, steaks, filet mignon
tions today.
In fact, all
or dishes made from
The 111,000,000,000 war credits bill beef will becuts
Missing from the Tuesconference report was adopted by the day menus
of dining cars on railway
House and the measure sent to the trains beginning Oct 2, it was anWhite House for the President's sig- nounced in New York.
nature.
Members of the Farmers' Union of
Loans of $50,000,000 to Great Brit- Texas will inaugurate a state wide
ain and $20,000,000 to France were campaign to induce farmers to hold
made by the government, bringing the their cotton for a better price.
It was
total thus far advanced to the allies announced at Dallas at a meeting of '
up to $2,391,400,000.
the field department of the union.
Twenty leading flagmakers In differDuring the next four months the
ent parts of the country were form- price oi copper win oe Z3.s cents per
ally charged by the Federal Trade pound f. o. b. New York. This price
Commission with making exorbitant was agreed upon by the copper Inter
profits out of American patriotism by ests In conference with the war indus
conceited illegal action to raise flag tries board and approved by President
prices.
Wilson.
Reduction of sugar prices was asMiss Gabriel le Sandino of New
sured when beet sugar producers York values her kisses at thousands
agreed with the food administration to of dollars. She alleged her former emsell to wholesalers at seaboard refin- ployer, Giovanni Emanuel Ella, stole
ing points for Thi cents a pound, max- some of the sweets. She asks $50,000
imum. Instead of the prevailing price tor "Illegal kissing." She was his sec
cents.
of S
retary.
Renewed assurances of the strength
Mrs. Florence Mary Roe, 38 years
of the Russian government and of the old, was found guilty at Shawnee,
new democracy's determination to Okla., of the morder of her husband,
fight unwaveringly with the allies un- Jesse Roe, 64 years old, two days
til the war is victoriously concluded after their marriage at Drumright
have been given Secretary Lansing by Okla., and was given a sentence of
Boris Bakhmetetf, the Russian
ninety-nin- e
years at hard labor. In
sanity was the olea of the defensa.

NEWMEXIGO BEAN CROP

NEW.MEXIC0
STATE NEWS

LATE LIVE NEWS

SOURCES

NEWS-HERAL-

WHtlrn N.wapap.r Union N.w. Sarvlca.
COMING EVENTS.
Sept.
Seventh Annual Northern
New Mexlcu Fair at Katon.
7
Sept.
Indian School Annual Fair
at Crows Point.
Sept.
Farmers' Fair at Las
Crucea.
Sept.
Dona Ana County Fair
at Laa Crucea.
Oct.
5
Women's
of
Convention
Cluba at Gallup.
2
Oct.
Woodmen of the World
rally at Santa Fé.

Grant county is to have a new jail

building.
The grand jury

at

Silver City re-

TWICE AS MANY ACRES PLANTED
AS IN YEAR 1916.

PERFIDY BARED

Government September Report Shows
Big Gain In Other Crops Raised
In 8unshlne State.

AMBASSADOR TRIED TO BUY CONGRESS IN ATTEMPT TO KEEP
UNITED 8TATE8 OUT OF WAR.

963,000-bush-

New

will
Mexico's 1917 valuation
$365,000,000, an Increase of over
$35,000,000 compared with last year,
the question of reductions in tax lev-

reach

ies is being discussed.
Miss Eula Turner, special worker
for the War Council of the Young
Woman's Christian Association, has
begun her wrk in iteming among the
schoolgirls, the employed girls and
those who are living at home.
An epidemic of ptomaine poisoning
in a light form prostrated almost 20
members of G company, Third Minnesota infantry at Deming, as a result
of eating canned tomatoes which wer.i
brought with the company from Min-

nesota.
The latest announcement In regard
to railway rates for the Federation
convention at Gallup gives an open
with the
rate of a fare and
selling dates for all points north,
Bouth and east of Albuquerque and
Belen, beginning Sept 30th, and, the
return limit Oct. 7th.
Students in the University of New
Mexico are to receive thorough training in the fundamentals of military
service, the work beginning when the
University opens tor the coming year
one-thir-

on Oct. 1.
of the patriotic celebration to be held by the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce Oct 10, 11, 12
and 13 will be dedicated to Battery A,
the artillery unit at Camp Funston.
That is, one of the four days will be
Battery A Day.
Mrs. Lola Franklin, colored, who
was arrested at Albuquergue by Lieutenant Thomas Noe, the provost mar
shal, charged with selling liquor to a
soldier was held for arraignment before United
States Commissioner
George R. Craig.
Because a woman at Vaughn became insane when her two sons joined
the army, the board ol directors of the
New Mexico insane asylum at Las
Vegas is asking Governor Ltndsey to
permit the use of $50,000 of the war
emergency appropriation made at the
special session of the Legislature in
the erection of an additional building
at the asylum.
Construction of the second largest
Irrigation system in New Mexico,
which will rank second only to the Elephant Butte system, is in progress at
East Las Vegas. The system, will
place under irrigation about 12,000
acres, including some of the most ter,
tile lands in the state.
Ltndsey commissioned
Governor
Postmaster James L. Seligman a majoi
in the quartermaster's corps, and R,
V. Boyle and Gilberto Mirabel, both ol
Santa Fé, as captains in the samt
corps. The commissions are for ths
National guard, not In federal service.

WUMAN SICK
TWO YEARS
Do No Work.
Now Strong as a
Man.

Could

Weatarn Newapaper Union Newa Service.

Santa Fé. The latest compilation of
the Department of Agriculture credits
New Mexico with 136,000 acres in
as many acres as last
beans, or 212
year, the increase being largely due to
the work of the State Council of Defense. Of these 136,000 acres, 83
are in pinto beans, 3 in ordinary
each in
white, 3
in soy beans, 1
red kidney and Teppary beans, while
9
are in varieties not Included In
New Mexico ranks fifth
the above.
among the bean states; Michigan being first with 639,000 acres; California
second, with 395.000 acres; New York
third, with 210,000 acres; Colorado
fourth, with 170,000 acres.
Department of Agriculture figures
for other crops follow:
Corn, Buahela.
3,380,000
Sept. 1 forecast
Production last year, Dec. est. 2,626,000
Winter Wheat, Bnahela.
1,220.000
Preliminary estimate
Production last year, Dec. est. 1,072,000
Spring Wheat, Buahela.
1,050,000
Sept. 1 forecast
Production last year, Dec. est. 1,032,000
Oata, Buahela.
2.140.000
Sept. 1 forecast
Production last year. Dec. eBt. 1,806.000
Barley, Bnahela.
Sept. 1 forecast.
Production last year, Dec. est
Potatoes, Buahela.
1.321.000
Sept. 1 forecast
Production last year, Dec. est. 816,000
All Hay, Tana.
334,000
Preliminary estimate
Production last year, Dec. est. 383,000
Crop).
Apples
Sept. 1 forecast, barrels of
212,000
bushels
Production
last year, Deo. 119,000
est., barrels
Sugar Beeta, Tona.
Sept. 1 forecast
Production last year, Dec. est
Prlcea.
Wheat, Sept. 1 this year, per bu...t219
1.1
Wheat. Sept. 1 last year, per bu... 2.14
Corn, Sept. 1 this year, per bu....
1.10
Corn, Sept. 1 last year, per bu
81
Oats, Sept. 1 this year, per bu
63
Oats, Sept. 1 last year, per bu
Potatoes, Sept. 1 this year, per bu. 2.74
Potatoes, Sept. 1 last year, per bu. 1.3o
19.30
Hay, Sept. 1 this year, per ton
Hay, Sept. 1 last year, per ton.... 11. SO
Eggs, Sept. 1 this year, per doz... .38
Eggs, Sept. 1 last year, per dos... .26

turned eighty-fivindictments.
The 40 per cent of the drafted men
have left for the training camps.
The Mt. Dora section expects to ship
twenty cars of beans this season.
The potato crop In New Mexico this
year will be almost double that of a
year ago.
The government report predicts a
bean crop in New Mex
ico this year.
Lightning fired the building used as
a manual training school at Clovls and
it was destroyed.
The Albuquerque Woman's Club is
beginning the year's work with a big
drive for new members.
T. W. Womack of Montoya was
among the wounded reported in the
Ottawa, Can., casualty list.
The sale of marihuana in Albu
querque Is now prohibited under an or
dinance passed by the council.
A. M. Suller fell from an engine
south of Las Vegas and received sev
eral cuts on the bands and face.
Jose Leon Finard, town marshal of
Las Vegas, dropped dead at his home
opposite the North public school.
William Tarring, postmaster of Cerrillos, died at a Santa Fé sanitarium
ol cancer, at the age of 62 years.
In the last two months New Mexico
game and fish licenses sold In El Paso
have returned a revenue of $1,231.
R. L. Earron was fined $30 In the
City Court of Albuquerque for not hav- Try Men Charged with Killing Lyons.
Silver City. The trial of Felix R.
ing a state license on bis automobile.
and Millard
Lucinda Lucero, aged 16, living in Jones, T. J. Coggin
arrested some weeks ago In conthe west part of Tucumcari, was accidentally shot and killed by Eugenio nection with the brutal murder of
Thomas Lyons, millionaire cattleman
Hernandez.
and land owner of Gila, this county,
Silver City is to have two boys in will be
called at El Paso in September.
the aviation service of the United Jones is now In jail at El Paso, where
States. They are Frederick G. Ship- he was held without bond, following
ley and John W. Fennlwell.
hlB arrest, several weeks after the
That business In New Mexico is good
of Lyons. The two Coggtns are at
in practically all lines and that the liberty on bonds of $20,000 each. Specopinion
of ial counsel has been retained by Mrs.
state Is prospering was the
delegates to the meeting of the New Lyons, widow of the slain man, to asMexico Bankers' Association at East sist in the prosecution, and sensational
Las Vegas.
developments are expected when the
As it now appears probable that trial takes place.
e

BERNSTORFF'S

HECALLED FOR

$50,000

PRINCIPAL IN PLOTS EXTENDING
TO FARTHEST CORNERS OF
THE WORLD.

one-hal-

-

Til

suffered from

"TTnr ntvmt

s

hm vears

female trouble so I
was úname to wain
or do any of my own
work. I read about
LydiaE. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound in the news
papers and determined to try
It
brought almost immediate relief. My
weakness has entirely disappeared
and I never had better health. I weigh
Ififi nminria anil am AS stroMF SS S mart.
spent which purwell
money
think
is
I
chases Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs. Jos. O'Bbyan, 1766
Compound."
Newport Ave., Chicago, III
ine success oi ljvcua c. rinanam-Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled.
It may be
need with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, irregularities, peri
reeliodic pains, backache, beanng-aow- n
ng;, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness,
PinkLydiaE.
prostration.
nervous
and
ham's Vegetable Compound is the stan'
dard remedy for female ills.
Wataon R.Coleman.WMb- -

it

Weatera Newapapar Union Nawa Service.

KAISER'S DIPLOMATS STAB
NATION.
Germany, through the then foreign secretary, Zlmmermann, plotalign
to
ted
Mexico and Japan in
war agalnat the United States.
She sought to Influence the Congress of the United States against
war by expending a sum up to
100,000.

She uaed the Swedish minister at
Buenos Aires as a meana of communicating Count Luxburg's insolent advice that all vessels be
"spurlos versenkt."
She used the Swedish diplomat
Cronholm, at Mexico City, as her
active messenger and, according to
a letter In American possession,
also as a direct spy.
She plotted through her ally Austria for destruction
of munition
plants in the United States.
She tried to stir up a revolution
by promising
in the Philippines
the Filipinos white women in return for an uprising.

Washington.
Secretary Lansing
made public as an astounding addition to the series of disclosures of
German Intrigues in America and
elsewhere a message sent by Count
von Bernstorff in January of this year
to the Berlin foreign office requesting
authority to pay out $50,000 to Influ
ence Congress through an unnamed
organization apparently known to the
Berlin authorities.
Whether the State Department is In
possession of other evidence indicating the ambassador's activities has
not been revealed, but the extraordinary disclosures already made have
fixed the belief that agents of tho
United States government have collected ' and compiled the entire story
of German duplicity and intrigue and
Cog-githat additional chapters will be
added.
The reference to avoiding war Is
taken as an Indication that Ambassa
dor Bernstorff had prior knowledge of
his government's intention to proclaim
a merciless, widespread submarine
warfare, and that he was equally conkill-lin- g
fident that the United States government could not be easily placated by
mere promises.
The German announcement of its
Intention to expand its submarine
activities was not made public until
Jag. 81, when the world was startled
not only by the determination to remove all restrictions, but bIbo by the
Bloom Accepts Secretaryship.
statement
it would become effectSanta Fé. Lansing Bloom of Mag- ive on the that
following day.
dalena, the historian, formally acceptThree days later the United States
ed the secretaryship of the board of government
had expressed its disaphistorical research for the State Coun- proval by severing
relations with Ger
cil of Defense and will assume his du- many.
ties on Oct. 1, the work being looked
after In the meanwhile by clerical help
LANSING'S ANNOUNCEMENT.
at the museum.
"The secretary of state Issues
ths following message from AmbasSentenced for Stealing Saddle.
sador von Bernstorff to the Berlin
East Las Vegas Eduardo Alarcon,
foreign office, dated Jan. 22, 1917:
son of a former probate judge of San
"'I request authority to pay out
Miguel county, has been sentenced to
up to $50,000 In order, as on former
from one year to fifteen months in
occasions, to Influenoe Congress,
the state penitentiary for stealing a
through the organisation you know
several
at Los Chupalnas,
saddle
of, which can perhaps prevent war,
miles south of this city.
"'I am beginning In the meantime to act accordingly,
Find Man's Mutilated Body.
"'In the above circumstances a
Ramah. The body of a man, so badpublic official German declaration
ly mutilated that identification is next
In favor of Ireland Is highly desirto Impossible, has been found at the
able in order to gain the support
toot of what Is known as Malpalo
of Irish Influenoe here.'"
Wash, forty miles south of Ramah.
McAdoo Announces Loan Tour.
Grief and Shock Cause Death.
Secretary McAdoo's
Washington.
Clovls As a sad sequel to the death
of Mrs. R. V. Duke, due to gasoline second Liberty Loan campaign itinefollowing speaking
rary
the
contains
burning, came the death of Mr. Duke,
who also received severe burns at the dates: Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio,
same time. Mr. Duke's condition had Oct 1; Indianapolis, Oct I; Madison,
not at first been considered serious, Wis., Oct. S; Sioux Falls, S. D., Oct
6; Butte,
but his physical condition was not 4; Aberdeen, S. D., Oct.
8; Sesuch as to withstand the injuries, the Mont, Oct 7; Spokane, Oct.
Portshock of the accident and the grief attle and Tacoma, Oct 9, and
10.
Further than
caused by the tragic death of bis wife. land, Ore, Oct
was not anThe accident, which occurred on the Portland the itinerary
McAdoo, however,
Duke farm about twenty miles north- nounced. Secretary
Los
west of Clovis, followed a midnight will speak in San Francisco and
call from a passing auto party for Angeles.
more gasoline.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke,
"Jones Family" Tore Flag to Bits.
to oblige the people, went out and
Enid, Okla. The story of the ordrew the gas for them from a supply ganisation of the "Jones family," its
tank.
After the car had left; Mr. affiliation with the Working Class
Duke is supposed to have used a lan- union and I. W. W, and connections
tern in seing how much gasoline was through a Chicago office with German
left in the tank. The explosion fol- agents was told here at the trial- - of
lowed, the wife dying within twelve eleven members of the "Jones family"
hours.
from Pottawatomie and Cleveland
counties by a witness named Holmes,
Roswell Man Takes Life.
who claimed to have been present as
Roswell. Clarence Hill, 34, assist- a government agent at the organisaant postmaster here, committed sui- tion's first meeting. At this meeting
cide by shooting. Ill health was given
said the American flag was
as the cause by the coroner's jury. Holmer
torn to shreds and called a "filthy
He leaves a family.
ragRoad Projects to Cost $398,000.
Santa Fe Road projects In Colfax,
Mora and Santa Fe counties Involving
a total expenditure of $398,967, wern
submitted to C. H. Sweetser, district
engineer of the division of roads, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, by State
Highway Engineer James A. French
in Albuquerque, and It they are ap
proved the federal government will
f
supply
the funds, and the
money will be available by Dec. 1.
Federal approval of each of the pro
jects is expected.

rn.1

I

Diplomatic Mall From 8weden Held.
Washington.
Four diplomatic mall
pouches sent by the Swedish foreign
office to the legation In Washington
were detained at Halifax by the BritThey were taken
ish authorities.
from the steamer on which were Dr.
who is coming to
Lundvohm,
Hjalmar
the United States as a special envoy,
and First Secretary Reuterswerd of
the Swedish foreign office. No rea-mnfnr the, riptantlnn of the mall
could be obtained here, the British
embassy being without Information
on the subject

PATENTS

iLgton.D.a Books free. Highest moreno. Bmi imqIU

Denver Directory
FOR SALE
TANKS
Alt sizes,
and 'wooden tanks. GOOD
Bteul

FOR SILOS or other purposes. (Capitol Brewery beinir wrecked). JOSEPH GRIMES. 241
Centura Building. Dourer, Colorado. Main 4017.

All Makes of Typewriter
OaahandlnauUlmenU. AUgnaian-umk- L
Writs as.
Blbbons.
Western Typewriter sale Co.

Perseverance.
Sheriff Wheeler of Bisbane. the Ari
zona patriot who deported 1,200 anti
war agitators, said at a Danquet in
Phoenix :
'I
the best of these rascals by
In
the employment of perseverance.
the police world you ve got to nave an
the perseverance of a Boozer.
'P.nnpr. vnii know, wns crossing the
continent on the limited, and one night,
after too many high balls, he tackled
me in the smoker, and told me a long,
long story about his domestic troubles.
"Tho next moraine, hennnchy and
onhpr hp rnme to me atmin and said
how much he regretted his confession
of the evening before, and ne nopea
the facts he'd revealed wouiu go no

farther.
'nh thnt'a nil rlpht.' snld I. 'I never
listened to you, old man, and I haven't
the lenst Idea of what you said."
"Well, that nignt tne cnump turnen

(,

thfin
J, 1,1l ItlC Bmnlrav nfrnln
before, and he Rat down beside me,
my
ana
on
knee
heavy
hand
and laid a
aid :
" 'Now, then, durn you, yon snld yon
ll,lr,'f liatón tn me lest night, so I'm
join' to tell you the whole story of my
nlserable hie marriage over again.Some Speed.
Marx Are you athletic?
Lois oh, yes. I'm the fastest
on our college team.
Marx Zasso? How fast can yon
go?
Lois Oh, about thirty knots an
hour.
She Followed Rule 34.

Jack I kissed her when she wasn't
looking.
Tom What did she do?
Jack Kept her eyes averted the rest
of the evening. Pearson's Weekly.
Lacked Temptation.
"Have you ever been arrested 7"
"No, sir. I've never owned an automobile."
At times the still small voice of conscience seems to come from the big
end of a megaphone.

you never

tasted
Grape-Nut-

s

FOOD

you have

missed
one of the
tiood thing;
in life

ESTANCIA

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA READY
FOR SETTLEMENT OF WAR.

Sheep.

I Jimba

Feeder lamba
Kwea
Wethera

18.00918.80
18.26

17.50

17.2617.7S
10.50iill.40

11.60W 18.85

HAY AND UHAIM MAKKKT.

(P.

O.

B. Denver. Carload Price.)

Her.

Buying Prlcea per Ton.
Colorado upland, per ton. .80.00984.00
Nebraaka upland
18.004P22.00
Prairie hay (new crop) Colo.
18.00020.00
and Neb., per ton
22.00)24.00
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 16.0016.00
2S.OO0I5.OO
South fark, per ton
Ounnlaon Valley, per ton.. .21.00023.00
Straw, per ton
6.000 7.00
Orala.
Wheat, new, ch. mill, 100 lba., bur
1.87
Oat., Neb., 100 lba., buying
1.97
Colorado oate, bulk, buying
8.90
Corn chop, aack, aelllng
8.87
Corn In Back, aelllng
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., aelllng... 1.50
Hungarian

Klour.

patent

6.16

Dresaed Poultry.
Ilesa 10 Commlaslon.)
Turkeya, fancy dry picked.. 22
20
Turkeya, old toma
17
Turkeya, choice
22
Hena, fancy
18
Ducka, young
Geeae
It
12
Kuoatera
Poultry.
Live
(Prices net F.Ü.B. Denver.)
22
Mens, fancy, lb
19
9
8
4
ftoostera, lb
27
24
Brollara, lb
Turkeya, 10 lba. or over ....18 020
16
Ducka, young
018
10
Qeeae
till
t&gKB.

Berars. graded No. 1 net, F. O.
B. Denver
Eitiea.
No. 2 net. F. O.
B. Denver
Egga. case count, mlac. casea

41
S3

8.50011.50
leaa commission
Hotter.
45
Creamerlea, ex. 1st grade, lb..
42
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb. ....
41
Process
042
84
Packing stock (net)
ti 36

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., new, fancy, box 5002.00
3..35(03.75
Blackberries, pt. crate
1. 5002.00
Canteloupes, crate
Canteloupes, pony crates ....1.,00 01.25
,500 .76
Canteloupes, flat crates
2.25
Cherries, Colo, (pie) crate ...
2..0002.25
Cherries, Colo., crate
Plums, Colo., crate
...1. ,0001.36
to 1.00
Peaches, Colo
2. .2502.50
Pears, Colo
strawberries, home gr., pts. ..3.,5004.00
Vegetables.
.10
07
Aaparagus, lb
1.6002.00
Beets, cwt
200 .25
Beeta, Colo., bchs
7501.00
Cabbage
1.5002.00
Carrots, cwt
050 .07
Cauliflower, lb
25 0 .60
Celery
200 .25
Onions, table, doz
2.2502.50
Potatoea, cwt
03 0 .05
Tomatoes
Turnips, Colo., doz. bunches . .200 .25
HIDHS AND PELTS.
Dejr Hides.
33
Flint butcher, per lb
33
Flint fallen
16
Flint bull and stag
15
Flint culls and glue lb. less.
bait hides 20 3c
Horsehides 12 023 price of green
salted.
Dry Fllut Pelts.
31
Wool pelts, per lb.
36
Short wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings No. 1 ....
10
No. 2 murían shearlings ...
Bucks, saudlea and piecea at value.
Cree Salted Pelts.
Lamb and sheep, each ... .1.0008.00
75
üorlng lamba
600
10 í
60
Shearllnga
(ireeai
Salted.
Calf and Kip.
1.00 01.25
Deacons, each
600 70
Blunka
16
Branded
24 0 26
Calfskin, per lb
5.00 0 5.50
Horse, No. I
4.0004.50
Horae, No. 2
180 2
Kip
8.0001.6
Ulue and Pony
600 76
Colt
Green Salted, Cared Hides, ete.
16
Over 40 lbs., per lb
16
Under 40 lbs
13
Bull and stag
11
Glue hides and aklns
Part cured, lc leaa.
Green. 2c lb. leaa than cured.
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Metal Market tutnatlone.
New York. Lad 17.87.
1. Ottt.
Bar Silver
Copper-I-Castl325.87H.
St. Louis. Spelter
17.771.
London. Bar sliver 64d per ot.
Baulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.00025.00 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, 820.00025.00; 25 per
cent, (12.00016.20; 10 per cent, (9.409
12.20.

Chicago Grain sad Provisión

Price.

Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, 12.10;
No. 8 yellow, 12.09; No. 4 yellow, 32.08.
Oata No. 8 white, 61061c; stand-

ard, 61H062C.
Rye No. 2. Il.lo91.t0tt.
Barley $1.261.46.
Timothy $6.000 8.00.
Clover $16.00081.00.
Pork $43.16.
Lard $24.05 924.10.
Riba $24.60025.10.
Prices of Sngar.
New Tork. Sugar Raw, nominal;
centrifugal,
6.90:
molasaea. 6.02; refined, steady; (in granulated, $8.400
8.60.

Ckleagv Uve Stork Onotatlona.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. 317.70918.70;
mixed. 817.200
1171091865:
18.80;
$17.15918.80; rough.
heavy,
817. 16917. SB; pigs, SlI.DUtF 17. BV.
Cattle Native beef cattle. $7.509
17.90; Western
ateere, $6.70015.76;
$6.40011.16;
atockera and feedera.
rowa and heifers. $6.15012.90; calves,
$11.60016.00.
Sheep Wethers, 99.00918.80; ewes,
$8.26011.75; lambs, $18.00018.36.
Grain In Minneapolis.
Minneapolis. Minn. Rye $1.8591-86- .
Barley $1.169 1.40.
Bran $31.60 0 32.00.
Corn No. 3 yellow. $2.0892.10.
Oata No. 3 white, 6SV06Oc.
Flax $3.49 tt 0 8.61 té.
.

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

WMtira Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.
DUNVHR HAHKETI.
Cattle.
Oraaa steers, good to ch. ..10.50911.00
Oraaa ateera, (air to good.. D. 000 10.40
Haltera, prima
8.000 8.75
Cowa, graasers, rood to ch. 7.406 8.40
Cowl, graaa-a- , fair to good 6.2&7.25
Cowa, cannra and cuttara 6.00(g) 6.25
.00fi) 11.60
Vaal calvea
6.75
Bulla
6.76
Feedere, good to choice .... 9.6010.75
60
Feedere, fair to good
8.60 a
8.00
Feadera, common to fair ..
Ktockera, good to choice .. 7.00 0. 7.75
8.255 7.00
Htockera, fair to good
Hoar.

FUTURE FARMER

WESTERN

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

hoga

FERTILE

CLEAR WAY FOR PEACE

LATE

Good

NEWS-HERAL-

Replies to Vatican Express Hope That
All Belligerents Will Com to View
Pontiff's Proposal as Basis for
Negotiations.
Weatarn Newepaper Union Newa Service.

Amsterdam.
The Oermsn government, In Its reply to the peace note of
Pope Benedict, a copy of which has
been received here, "cherishes a lively desire" that the appeal may meet
Emperor William, the
with success.
German note says, has been following
the efforts of the pope toward peace
tor a considerable time with high respect.
The reply adds that the effort of
the pope to pave the way to an understanding might most surely be
reckoned to have a sympathetic recepsupport of
tion from the whole-heartethe German Emperor, since he has regarded it as his principal and most
sacred task to preserve the blessings
of peace for the German people and
the world.
The text of the reply reads:
"Herr Cardinal: Your eminence has
been good enough, together with your
letter of Aug. 2, to transmit to the
Kaiser and King, my most gracious
master, the note of his holiness, the
pope, in which his holiness, filled with
grief at the devastations of the world
war, makes an emphatic peace appeal
to the heads of the belligerent peo
ples. The Kaiser-Kinhas deigned to
acquaint me with your eminence's let
ter and to intrust the reply to me.
"His majesty has been following for
a considerable time with high respect
and sincere gratitude his holiness efforts in a spirit of true impartiality
to alleviate as far aB possible the suf
ferings of the war and to hasten the
end of hostilities.
"The Kaiser sees in the latest step
of his holiness fresh proof of his noble
and humane feelings and cherishes a
lively desire that for the benefit of
the entire world the papal appeal may
meet with success.
"The effort of Pope Benedict is to
pave the way to an understanding
amongst all peoples and might more
surely reckon on a sympathetic recepBupport
tion and the whole-heartefrom his majesty, seeing that the
Kaiser, since taking over the govern
ment, has regarded It as bis principal
and most sacred task to preserve the
blessings of peace for the German peo
ple and the world.
"In his first speech from the throne
at the opening of the German Reichs
tag on June 25, 1888, the Kaiser prom
ised that his love of the German army
and his position toward it should
never lead him into temptation to cut
short the benefits of peace unless war
were a necessity, forced on us by an
attack on the empire or Its allies.
"The German army should safe
guard peace for us and should peace,
nevertheless, be broken, It would be
In a position to win it with honor.
The Kaiser has. by his acts, fulfilled
the promise he then made in twenty- six years ot happy rule, despite provocations and temptations.
"In the crisis, which led to the present world conflagration, his majesty's
efforts were up to the last moment
directed towards settling the conflict
by peaceful means. After the war had
broken out, against his wish and desire, the Kaiser, in conjunction with
his high allies, was the first solemnly
to declare his readiness to enter Into
peace negotiations. The German people supported his majesty In his keen
deBire for peace.
"Germany sought within her na
tional frontier the free development
of her spiritual and material posses
sions, and outside the imperial territory unhindered competition, with na
tions enjoying equal rights and equal
esteem.
"The free nlay of forces in the world
in peaceable wrestling with one an
other would lead to tne nignest per
fecting of the noble human possessions.
Disastrous concatenations of
events in the year 1914 absolutely
broke off all hopeful course of development and transformed Europe Into
a bloody battle arena."
Peace would come
Amsterdam
from the recent proposals of Pope
Benedict u tne oeingeren, nations
In the
wnulri antnr Inrn
sense of the pontiff's suggestions, Em
Austria-Hungar- y
peror Charles
ot
says in his reply to the Vatican note.
In the pope's peace
sees
The Emperor
plan a suitable basis for starting negotiations toward a Just and lasting
and exnresses the hooe that
nMPfl
the nations opposing his own may be
animated by the same idea.
The Austrian emperor admits that
the future arrangement of the world
must be based on the elimination of
armed force and on the rule of inter
national Justice and legality.
Austria-Hungary'- s
ruler received
the pontiffs note with a thapkful
hurf and with an exnresslon of hope
that the pontiff's efforts may lead toe
the realization or tne emperors
for a lasting and honorable peace
for all parties.
Freedom of the seas is one of the
peace hopes of Emperor Charles in order that heavy material burdens could
be taken from the nations of the earth
and new sources of prosperity openea
to them.

Weatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.

Metal Market Prlcea.
New York. Lead 17.8714. Bar Sil
ver, S1.06H. Copper, casting, $25.87.
London. Bar silver, 640 per ounce.
St. Louis. Spelter, $7.7714.
Arizona.
The

mine In Blsbee

Jerome-Portlan-

district, is declared one of the best In
that section.
The discovery of oil and natural
gas near Holbrook Is attracting considerable Interest.
Work will begin soon to extend the
development work on the Oatman
Combination mine.
Diamond drilling will probably be
commenced very shortly upon three
properties, the Mohawk Central, the
Tellurlde and the Sunnyside at Oatman.
Since Aug. 1 more than 1,800 new
men have gone to Bisbee. The arriv
als have been from all parts ot the
West and South. A portion have come
from other mining districts ot Arizona.
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HAVE SHED FOR FARM TOOLS
Implements Should Be Cleaned and
Stored After Using Paint Brush
Is Important
Every farmer should have a shed
for his tools and the tools should be
cleaned and placed In the shed as soon
as one is through using them. Often
this saves time and delay when tho
tool Is wanted later on.
The paint brush should be used
freely on the woodwork and other
parts that become worn. This costs
but little and adds years to the Ufe of
the tools. The tool house need not
be a costly building. A good roof with
cheap siding will do and any man
should be able to put It up at odd
times.

FOR ALFALFA

Unless Manuring or Fertilizing Is Practiced on Thin Land Very Low
Yields Will Result.
Alfalfa requires a rich soil. Unless
manuring or fertilizing Is practiced, at
tempts to grow it on thin land will re
sult In failure or In very low yields.
Isolated alfalfa plants are often Been
growing on thin land, even in sod, and
You might as well have
the Inference is drawn that It is adapt
the use of that building; you axe
ed to such soil. When one attempts
planning
there is nothing to be
to seed It thickly on this sume land,
gained by waiting. There it no
however, little return is secured.
Various experiments pertaining to
prospect of prices going down
alfalfa fertilization have been made by
for tome time after the war is
the University of Missouri college of
over.
Go ahead and let your
agriculture.
The results show that
contracts.
lime, barnyard
manure and phos
phates are the treatments which usuWhen it comet to the roof you
ally bring returns. Lime is not called
can make a real saving, and get
a fertilizer In the true sense of the
a better roof by specifying
word. It Is a soil sweetener and alfalfa falls on soils which are very sour.
Barnyard manure and phosphates are
true fertilizing materials, however, and
it is to these that one must look for
making thin lands suitable for alfalfa,
and the crop Is sufficiently valuable to
warrant heavy applications of these. As
three or four acres Is as large an area
rFRTAIN.TF.Fn Roll Roof.
as one should begin with on land not
well suited to the crop, barnyard ma- I ing is not cheaper .because the
:.
i
i
i
nure In quantities up to ten or twelve
is a lest expensive roofing to
tons per acre can usually be supplied.
manufacture. It it better, not
If three or four hundred pounds of
acid phosphate Is applied with this,
only because it it cheaper, but
ot
success Is probable, provided,
also because it it light weight,
course, that all the other essentials to
weather-tigh- t,
clean, sanitary,
successful alfalfa culture are met On
and costs practicalland to which alfalfa Is not naturally
ly nothing to maintain.
adapted, much care must be exercised
In meeting all the requirements of the
CERTAIN-TEERoll Roof.
plant, such as drainage, a sweet soil,
ing it guaranteed for 5, 10 or
thorough soil preparation, inocuiution
IS years, according to thickness
and the use of good seed. While all
(1, 2 or 3 ply).
of these are Important, the fertility of
the soil Is the prime essential to large
Cntahfttmd
yields and even to a successful and
Asphalt Shingles
permanent stand. If the soil is not fertile It must be mude fertile or large refor residences.
They coat leu, are
turns will not be had.
juat sa good looking, wear better, won't
tail on, buckle or split. 1 hey are
and do not have to be
PROPER MATERIAL FOR SILO
painted or stained.

Tell them to:

go ahead

Colorado.

Telluride reports that an electric
line has been built from near Ophlr
Loop to the Carbonero mine above
Ophir.
The price of bar silver, which passed
the dallar mark Sept. 14, on Sept. 20
reached the unprecedented mark of

,1.06.

A lot of machinery Is being made
at the Telluride Iron foundry which
will be used in the Sunnyside tram
now under construction.
At the old Embargo mining camp in
Del Norte district A. H. Leonard is
opening rich ore in the Last Relief
claim, including native silver and bis-

The Hopperdozer.

for getting rid of them. It was first
used during the migratory grasshopper
years of 1874-187It consists of shalpans containing oil or
low sheet-irotar, mounted on low wheels or sled
runners. An upright screen at the back
muth.
the "hoppers" as the machine
With thirty-siflotation plants in catches
commission, sixteen of which are lo- Is drawn forward.
cated in Silverton and vicinity, the
MEAL INFERIOR
San Juan region is well up in modern COTTONSEED
metallurgy.
The contractors on the Fairvlew Fine Grading and Adulteration With
tunnel at Irwin, near Gunnison, are
Feeds of Lower Value Are Means
making excellent headway and expect
Being Employed.
to have 400 feet completed before the
meal despite its
cottonseed
first of January.
That
Idaho Springs reports that Leopold high price is generally Inferior In qualSternberger has a shaft sunk on the ity this year is the conclusion reached
old Pendleton lode. At a depth of 180 by chemists at the Ohio experiment
feet a h
vein has opened up be- station. Fine grinding and adulteratween the walls which shows a streak tion with feeds of lower vnlne are
e
prodof ore 10 inches in width
of good means used to make a
uct.
value.
The removal of the lint from the cotThe Engineers corporation of Boulthe
der, a company of mining engineers, ton seed to moke gun cotton allows
A five-to- n
has taken a lease on what Is known as hulls to mix with the meal.
by
the
bought
meal
cottonseed
the Spar vein in the Barstow mine, lot of
to
Red Mountain district, with the pur- experiment station was guaranteed one
pose ot developing this vein to see it contain 38.5 per cent protein, but
analyzed 27.8 per cent and a
it will produce the quantity of fluor- sample
It contained
spar which its appearance promises, aam inn nnlv 17.4 ner cent. ground
hulls,
and of pushing the production of spar a large amount of finely
which have a lower feeding value than
as fast as possible.
uat straw or corn stover. A cnrload
lot also contained less protein than
New Mexico.
guaranteed. Of ten brands In the latThe Pacific mine production at Mo- est inspection bulletin of the Ohio
gollón for the paBt month was consid- state board of agriculture nine were
erably increased.
below their guarantee.
The Bethlehem Copper Company at
Steins is working a force of twenty SILAGE RATION IS FAVORED
men on development work.
The Oaks Company are putting up Seventeen Per Cent More Milk and 28
new ore bins at the Maud S mine to
Per Cent More Butter Fat Secured
at Ohio Station.
accommodate their increased produc-

tion

.

Incorporation papers were filed by
the Old Soldier Mining, Milling and
Development Company, capitalized at
$1,600,000 of which $891,000 is paid up.
A new strike was made on the 300-folevel east ot the Johnson mine
at Mogollón. This property has always milled a good grade ot ore but
the recent find has opened out three
feet ot ore at Mogollón considerably
above the average.
The recent discovery ot high grade
ore In the lower level of the Socorro
property continues to show good width
and value. This Is on the 1,100-folevel and as It la the deepest ore so
far opened in camp it is causing considerable local satisfaction.
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Roofing
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Almost all kinds of building materials are used for silo construction. It
frequently happens that one particular
type of material becomes practically
universal In a particular locality, lead
ing to the belief that no other material
will successfully preserve silage.
Wood stave silos were among the
first to be built above ground. For a
number of years they have been sold
In all parts of the country. In some
localities farmers will not risk other
construction material.
Tests made by the Pennsylvania experiment station to determine the relative value of wood-stav- e
and concrete-block silos do not prove one type su
perior to the other.

PREVENT INJURY BY INSECTS

Cert

I

I
I

Paints and Varnishes

The lime
IN-TEED

CERTA-

on a
can of paint or varnish it the tame guarantee of quality and
satisfac
tion it is on a roll
of roofing or a
bundle of shingles.
Made for all uses
and in all colon.

Certain-toe- d

Product

Corporation

Y oft Cblcaro. PUbdelaala. K. Leak
Cleveland, Phuburia. Detroit BaSalo
Cincinnati. New
Ian Fraadicot Milwaukee,
MlnneapoUi,
Loa
Anrelea.
Kaaias
Orleans.
Richmond.
Clrr Seattle. Indlaatpoua. Allanta
Grand Rapids. Saabrillc salt Like CUT. Dea
Moines, Hotulon. Daluia. Londea, Sydney. Havaaa
Nr

BoMoa.

Advertising the Enemy.
"The editor of the Plulndeuler has a
good deal more enthusiasm

than

Judg-

ment," commented Farmer Hornbeak,
vilStriped Cucumber Beetle and Squash in the midst ot his perusal of the
lage newspaper. "Here he's got a long
Bug Are Often Confounded Treat
editorial fiercely attacking the kaiser,
ment Is Different.
when if he'd just let the scamp severely
alone people would soon forget all
(By F. L. WASHBURN.)
The striped cucumber beetle is a about hlin." Kansas City Star.
biting Insect and the squash bug a
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Bed
sucking Insect They attack cucumbers
Cross Itag Blue; have beautiful, clear
and squashes and are often confound
white clothes. Adv.
ed, both being called "squash bugs.'
This Is unfortunate, because they call
Her Choice.
Hazel was at a loss to make a choice
sprouts in her garyoung
between two
den of love. She desired a hardy plant,
one that would thrive In any soil and
nnder any conditions. No shadow must
prevent the sprout selected from growing.
Every day could not have Its full
Cover Protects Plants.
Which would
allotment of sunshine.
for radically different treatment. We she choose? Either was pleasing to
would suggest planting an excess of the eye. Then came a day when the
seed ; for the first named Insect, dust- wind blew hard a draft from one end
ing plants with one pound of parls of the country to the other.
One of the sprouts withered from the
green mixed with 50 pounds of lime or
cheap flour. The beetle can be to a biting blast. The other thrived and
certain extent driven away by air- - grew as though It had been blessed
Now Hazel
slacked lime alone, dusting it liberally with continual sunshine.
on and about the plunts In each hill. In Is happy. Her choice has been made.
News.
Indianapolis
the true squash bug we would recom
g
mend
of bugs in the early
morning, also band-pickin-g
All Figurative.
of the large
yellow eggs. Destroy all vines after
"My dear," said a young married
harvesting crop.
man, "I have changed my mind about
To prevent Injury various coverings going out riding tonight."
may be used over the plants. A cheap
"May I be permitted to inquire the
frame may be made and covered with reason why?" responded his sarcastic
gauze or similar material and held In wife.
place with earth packed about the edge
"You may."
to keep the plants covered. This cover
"Well, what Is the reason T
or frame may be used year after year,
"My darling, In the first place. It's
rather expensive, and. In the second
place, I don't want to go."
"I don't care a fig."
"In that case, I presume you have a
date."

Because of the economy and convenience In feeding silage, more silos are
being built every season. This year
will likely see a larger number erected
to "can" the corn crop.
Seventeen per cent more milk and 28
per cent more butter fat was produced
by dairy cows fed largely silage than
by others fed mainly a grain ration In
a feeding test conducted at the Ohio
agricultural experiment station. The
Watch crops constantly so as to dissilage ration produced butter fat at 13 cover and combat Insect pests.
at
ration
grain
cents a pound, and the
22 cents. Two pounds of dry matter can
Drainage Is beneficial to land Infestbe produced in the form of silage at ed with certain kinds of wlreworms.
less cost than one pound In sugar beets
other tests have shown.
Spraying has not proved successful
against chinch bugs, except on a small
BENEFICIAL TO STIR DEEPLY scale.

Her Idea.
He How would you like to live In
a cottage by the sea?
She By the sea, yes. But why a
cottage?

This world Is willing to tolerate a
lazy man who has money.

helping to, save

Where Soils Contain Much Organic
Matter It la Best to Get Some of
Subsoil on Surface.

Spray In September with arsenate of
lead or sine to control the sweet potar.
to

iVti

When soils contain much organic
matter, as all good garden soils should,
very deep stirring Is at all times bene-

Plowing kills wlreworms by destroying their food supply and Interfering
with their preparations for winter.

PostToasties

ficial.

Sedges, rushes, chufa, and large
swamp grasses are the natural food of
blllbugs; therefore destroy all such
plants on land to be planted to corn
-- next year

Get a portion of the subsoil in the
surface or workable soil.
To do this In sandy soil often dilutes
the rich surface soil with sand very
low In plant food.

I

Certainteed

Montana.
Both copper and spelter have advanced while tungsten and molybdenum are firm at recent advances.
The sensational advance in stiver ot
practically 34 cents an ounce in less
than uix months, though ot very real
effect upon earnings of the big Bilver
producers like Anaconda and United
States Smelting, has been almost com- PLAN TO KILL GRASSHOPPERS
pletely overlooked on the stock marUse Device Like One Shown in Illus
ket.
tration to Get Rid of Pest When
Properties ot the Anaconda Copper
They Come Next Year.
Mining Company, closed since Aug. 24,
because ot a walkout at the Washoe
There
are sections where the grassoperaworks In Anaconda, resumed
tions. At Anaconda and Great Falls, hopper is on annual pest. When they
where the smelting plants of the com- come next season try this old device Tests Made by Pennsylvania Station to
pany are located, more men applied
Determine Value of Wood 8tave
for work than were needed.
and Concrete Block.

Wyoming.
The Wind River Petroleum Company has bought a site for a refinery
three miles down the river from Lanm m
der.
The Powder River dome is receiving
much attention from operators who
strive for discoveries In virgin territory.
Alexleff Quits Russian 8taff
Two companies, the Midwest and
h
The resignation of Gen. Ohio .em play about 1,600 men in the
general
staff
of
the
chief
as
Alextcff
Sig Muddy field. Other companies
appointment
has been followed by the
there make a total of 2.500
whos
men.
in his place of M. Tcheremisoff,
predilections are nigniy
Another Draft Call Predicted.

nr.shinirtnn. It was Intimated, in
that there- will be an
official quarters,
AAA ttl
...
a. intermedíate aran 01 irum
OEii AAA marl made through the provost
marshal general's office before the
second oOO.ouu can is íssueu.

The future fanner will be the
best educated man in America.
He will be a chemist, with
knowledge to enable him to handle his soils, his fertilizers and
bis food stuffs as to make them
yield the maximum of profit.
He will be a botanist with
knowledge to enable him to take
advuntuge of the laws of heredity to breed disease-resistin- g
g
and
plants.
He
will keep pace with every movement of the scientific world
which can be turned to his advantage.
He will be able to
greatly to Increase the quantity
and quality of his wheat and
corn, vegetables and fruit, cotton and wool, without having to
add a single acre to his field.

SOIL

white bread by eating
more
WHAT ARK
YOU
DOING f

LUCY
Special Correspondence.

Delbert Heal and LaVertPear
son went to Stanley Saturday,
They think the Stanley country
is more attractive than Lucy- Miss Hazel Utley of Encino
visited in Lucy Sunday. Jesse
Heal was showing her the coun

f

To The Bean Grower

O

try.

'
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Mr. and Mrs. Dillon and Miss
Letha White of Encino were
visitors at the Jno. McGillivray
home Sunday afternoon.
J. B. White has a new Ford
roadster with yellow wheels. He
expects to make better time with
this kind of a Ford.
M. A. Maloney and W. F. Peel
built a coal shed and did other
carpenter work at the school
house last week.
Holmes of
Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn, N. M., visited their
cousin C. H. Bennett last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Hutchins
left for Sawtelle, California,
Thursday to visit her people. '
Mesdames Peel and Patterson
attended the Sunday school conThey
vention at Mountainair.
report a most pleasant time.

It seems a report has been generally circulated to the effect that Bean
Dealers have combined to "fix prices." We wish to annouce that we know of
no such combination, and that we are not acting with any other bean buyer
or dealer for the purpose of "fixing prices." If there is any "fixing" done, it
is our idea that the U. S. Govt, will do it. In order that the Bean Grower
may be fully and Completely informed, we publish below some
correspondence we have had with Senator Jones of the U. S. Senate:
Letter From Senator Jones
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.
September 6th, 1917.
H. Herzstein Seed Co.,
Clayton, N. M.,

Gentlemen:
In further response to your letter of recent date in regard to
the designation of your firm as
buyers for Pinto Beans for the
Government, I beg to enclose
herewith a letter from the United States Food Administration,
together with copy of the minutes of the Bean Growers Conference called by the Food Administration, which is

WILLARD

From the Record.

Willard was honored by the
rendition of some very fine music by the regimental band of the
Nebraska troops, during their
short stop here on their way to
Deming, N. M., last Sunday
night The boys appeared to be
perfectly happy and were enthusiastically applauded by pur
citizens, who gathered to enjoy
the most excellent treat.
Elias Gallegos is getting ma
terial on the ground and making
adobes to build a house in place
of the one that burned.
I. W. Burt is drilling a well
near the new Ottosen building
for the Hanlon Mercantile Co,
As soon as the well is finished a
house will be built over it and a
large tsnk and engine pump installed to supply free water for
the farmers and patrons of the
store. The house will also serve
for a power plant to furnish electric lights for the store.
Hancock & Bailey, the Estancia valley well drillers, have finished the well for Undersheriff
Baca, striking a good supply of
water at 139 feet. They have
taken contracts to drill one for
Sheriff Tenorio, one for W. F.
Martin and two for Bethal and
Sons, and two for other parties
near Willard.
Injustice court Monday the
case of Espiridion Lueras vs. J,
S. Wisdon on attachment, verdict for plaintiff with costs.
Wednesday, case of E. N. Peden
vs. F. W. Hood, attachment.
This cause from Estancia on
change of venue, dismissed for
failure of plaintiff to prosecute.

I am very much interested in
this question of foodstuffs, and
if I can be of any further assistance I shall be glad to do so.
With kind regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
'
A. A. JONES.

Letter

Chairman of the Bean Growers
Committee, who has the allot
ment of the Army and Navy requirements on Beans in hand.
You will note here that special
preference will be given to the
small producer.
I should like to have you advise whether, in your opinion,
this method of purchasing supplies for the Army and Navy is
not just.
It has. the advantage
of giving equal opportunity to
all; the price made to the Army
and Navy will have to be made
to all the consuming public; it
assures the Army and Navy of a
constant supply; gives them the
assistance of the men especially
informed in their own profession;
assures the Army and the public of a fair price, which is left
to the Food Administration.
Very truly yours,
U. S. FOOD ADMINISTRATION
By J. L. PRUIT.

From U. S. Food Administrator

U. S. Food Administration,

Washington, D. C.
August 30, 1917.
Hon. A. A. Jones,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter of August twenty-nintI am enclosing
you a copy of the minutes of the
Bean Growers Conference called
by the Food Administration.
I might state for your further
information, that it is the policy
of the Food Administration to assist the Government in buying
their supplies wherever possible,
at the source of production. We
hope to eliminate all speculation
in the purchasing of Army food
supplies, and to distribute the total requirements throughout the
You will note
entire industry.
that this was what was done in
the case of the Bean Growers.
The total requirements of the
Army on any one commodity,
when distributed throughout the
industry, would be a very small
percentage of the total output.
The business so allotted does not
make it attractive to speculators
or jobbers.
Your constituent
could get in touch with Mr. Orr,
h

Exhibit

B

Memorandum covering plans
for supplying Army and Navy
with their requirements of Dry
Beans, which plans were drawn
up by the Cooperative Committee
on beans at a meeting of said
committee on August 23rd.
While the Army and Navy desire, wherever possible, to deal
direct with the producer, it was
brought out at the conference,
and so publicly, stated by the
President of the Michigan Bean
Growers' Association, that because of the fact that in the field-rushape that it is customary
for the growers to dispose of
their Beans to the Bean dealers,
it was not practical for the Army
and Navy to try to get from the
growers their Bean requirements,
specifications for which require
d
that they have choice,
Beans, free from dirt and
defective Beans, which can only
be removed after the Beans hav
passed through the elevators and
hand of the Bean Dealers.
It is understood that this Cooperative Committee will arrange
for the supply of Beans according to specifications finally
adopted for the requirements of
the Army and Navy, as per esti
mate attached herewith for the
n

hand-picke-

year beginning with October 1st, ing the necessary allotments that
ending with September the
Committee on
Beans will make a fair distribuPRICE. It is agreed that the tion of same so tha't all reputable
price to the Government on such dealers will have equal opporsupply of Beans shall be a price
tunity to get a fair proportion of
to be determined latf r by
States Food Administra- such allotments, with the untion.
derstanding that firms or indiKINDS. viduals will not be considered
QUALITY
AND
From present information, it is who could not furnish full carprobable that the Navy will re- load lots complying with specifiquire exclusively "small or medinecessary packing
um white beans," but the Army cations and
specifications of Beans have been and shipping instructions.
SPECIFICATIONS. The Comso changed that they wi.l considrecommendations on
mittee's
er the following Beans:
specifications for the various
WHITE
section
Pea Beans New York and kinds of Beans for each
are attached herewith.
Michigan.
SACKING. It is understood
California Medium and Small
that for long shipment or exporWhite.
tation the Government requireCOLORED
ments will be wanted uniformly
Coloroado Pinto
in new double sacks of 100
California Pink
pounds net capacity, but for
California Red
short hauls and use in cantonCalifornia Bayo
accept the
The above kinds of Beans will ments the Army will
are
be used by the Army in a pro- standard Bean sacks which and
portion to be settled in a day or used in the various sections,
two by the Quartermaster Gen- which are as follows:
Michigan and New York 165
eral and furnished by the War
Industries Board to Chairman lbs. New Cotton Standard Bean
Orr, of the above Committee,
after which an allotment by the
100 lbs. New Burlap
Colorado
Bean Committee will be made to Sacks 0 oz. wt.
and
individuals
the different
California 100 lbs. New Burfirms in each section. After reoz. wt. '
ceiving acceptances from such lap Sacks
individuals and firms, the Food
Double sacking will be providSection of the War Industries ed where demanded at proper
Board is to be notified by Chair- differential.
man Orr, of such allotments and
for
FREIGHT. Allotments
acceptances, with names and adcantonments shall,
dresses to whom the Government Depots and
a basis as
should make its awards and the of course, be on suchtransportaquantity to be awarded to each. to take a minimum
AWARDS. Awards will either tion cost to the desired destinabe made direct by the Quarter- tion.
All
master General or through Depot
CORRESPONDENCE.
Quartermasters to the firms or incoming correspondence from
individuals who have accepted the Bean Committee will be received by the Food Section of the
the allotments made.
SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS. War Industries Board, through
Shipping instructions, railroad Chairman Orr, all outgoing corroutings, Government bills" of respondence from War Industries
lading and all necessary details Board to the Bean Committee
will be furnished by the Depot will be addressed to Chairman
Quartermaster at the time of the Orr with copies on all general
award.
matters to each member of the
DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOT- Committee.
Respectfully submitted.
MENTS.
It is agreed, in mak

1917, and
30, 1918.

d

.
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mnnfv f n kpen vnil in formed on the Bean situation.
We are going to get you the best prices we can for your product. But we
cannot make the market go up or down at will, any more than you can. All
we ask is that you give us a fair opportunity to handle your crop. You will
find us paying the market. When you have anything ready to sell, don t
hesitate to write, wire, phone, or come and see us or all four.
Office now in rear of Estancia Lumber Co. warehouse near depot
A7o

PLiEASANTVIEW

Special Correspondence.
Too late for last week.

Messrs. Bullington and Payne
shipped out a bunch of cattle
from this section Friday.
Messrs. Shaw and Ward, with
their families, went down to
Belen Saturday for a car of fruit.
Mr. Marshall and family, also
Mr. Dwight, from the plains, are
camped in this locality looking
for homes.
Master Rochelle Wallace left
his home at House, New
, for
Mexico, Tuesday, after a visit of
two months with his sister.
Mr. Hart of Texas has rented
the Waggoner place till January,
where he will graze and water
cattle.
This community was well represented at the Sunday school
convention at Mountainair last
Sunday in spite of the rain
which fell till 9 a. m. The entire
day was beneficial. At noon how
we heard folks complimenting
the good cooks of" the town, at
which time they served dinner
in the basement of the school
building.

O

of ononlinrt mi r

H. HERZSTEIN SEED COMPANY
OF ESTANCIA

"Seed that Succeed

Estancia,

Phone 46

N. M.

.

by Willard Class.
by Pleasantview

4:40-Sin- ging

The Singing Convention met
with us Sunday, the 23rd.
The
following program was rendered:
Business session on Saturday
night, the 22nd.
10:00 a. m., Meeting called to
order by Local President E. S.

East

10:05-Pra- yer,

W. W. Mann

ing.

Dismissal by prayer,

W. N. Class.

10:15 A song of Welcome, Walpole.
Spread dinner
Pleasantview.
1:30 Afternoon session called
10:35 Address of Welcome by
to order by County President.
Local President.
1:45 Singing by Round Top
by County
11:00 Response
Class.
President A. J. Ainsworth.
2:10 Singing by Mesa Class.
11:30 Singing by all classes in
2:35 Singing by Liberty Point
mass.

3:00-Clas-

5:05-Sing-

s.

3:25-Cla-

ss.

3:50-Cla-

ss.

ing

Singing by Cedar Grove Class.

5:15 Song in mass, "God be
'
Singing by Mt. Calvary with you."
Announcements.
Dismissal by prayer.
Singing by East Mesa

Singing by Mountainair

For Sale.
100 cow3, all with heifer calves,

and

Bome

bulls.

A. J. Green.

